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The scaling of MOSFET is not only a geometric shrinkage, but also accompanied
by new materials and process technologies. The gate dielectric, as the most critical
component in a MOSFET transistor, is undergoing rapid and substantial changes
with the adoption of ultra-thin plasma-nitrided oxide, and more recently high-
κ dielectrics. The reliability physics of these new gate dielectric materials are
important and urgent tasks to the IC industry. One important aspect of the
transistor reliability is the threshold voltage instability, which causes degradation
of circuit performance, and in some cases, loss of functionality as well.
This thesis examines the dominant Vth instability mechanisms in two advanced
gate dielectric materials, namely the nitrided silicon oxide (or silicon oxynitride),
and the hafnium oxide. Negative bias temperature instability and charge trapping
phenomena in these two dielectric films are the focus of this study, and form the
main chunk of this thesis.
Since the accurate characterization of threshold voltage instabilities is a pre-
requisite of the desired study, much effort was spent on developing the fast Id−Vg
measurement technique. The minimum measurement time for an Id−Vg curve of
100 ns is achieved. The operation principle, circuit construction and sources of
errors of this technique are documented in detail. The fast measurement is shown
to be indispensable for accurate characterization of threshold instabilities in the
advanced gate dielectrics, due to the fast recovery of threshold voltage when stress
is removed.
With the accurate measurement technique established, the Vth degradation
mechanisms are studied in detail. In the case of oxynitride dielectric, the relative
importance of interface-state generation and charge trapping is currently under
debate in the community. Analytical and numerical calculations are performed on
each of the two theories, and compared to the extensive experimental data. It is
argued that for the oxynitride dielectric, hole trapping must be present along with
ix
the interface trap generation. More specifically, charge trapping is the dominant
mechanism giving rise to the fast transients in NBTI.
In the case of HfO2 dielectric, it is observed that two distinct charge trapping
components exists, with the slower component shows an unexpected dependence
on the frequency of the stress signal. A two-step charge trapping model, possibly
associated with the negative-U traps in HfO2 film, is proposed to explain the
observed frequency dependence. The faster charge trapping component, which
has large magnitude, is modeled with traditional charge trapping theories. The
obtained dynamic model of the fast charge trapping is used to predict its impact
on digital circuits. It is shown that different circuit topologies have very different
sensitivity to the instability of Vth.
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As the author is typing this thesis concerning transistor technology, the 60th an-
niversary of the invention of transistor (23rd, December 1947) is approaching. It
is interesting to note that, though the first practical transistor, demonstrated by
John Bardeen and Walter Brattain at Bell Labs, was a point-contact transistor,
it was an accidental discovery in the search for a field-effect transistor[1]. Ac-
tually, the field-effect transistor was conceived as early as 1928, by Julius Edgar
Lilienfeld. William Shockley and others attempted extensively on it, but nev-
er succeeded. Bardeen was first to point out that the large amount of surface
traps of semiconductor would screen out the desired field-effect almost completely,
and any attempt on FET would certainly be futile unless the surface states were
tamed. He and Brattain set to fix the surface state problem by, for example, using
electrolyte solution as gate electrode, or using germanium oxide as the insulator.
Unfortunately, the germanium oxide film on their sample has a hole, and does not
insulate. Fiddling this defective sample, they discovered transistor effect in a point
contact transistor structure, and not a MOSFET. It was only in the 1960s that
the surface states problem saw the first practical solution with thermal oxidation
of silicon, and the development of silicon MOSFET gained momentum. However,
the quality of the insulator thin-film as well as its interface with the semiconductor
is still the key to a successful MOSFET technology.
The current dominance of MOSFET technology is largely associated with the
development of integrated circuit (IC) technology. For long time, MOSFET in-
tegrated in IC was seen as a cheap alternative to bipolar transistor, which shows
inferior performance, but occupy less area on the chip and is cheaper to fabricate.
However, the scaling of MOSFET technology improved both the packing density
and performance, making it suitable for digital computers and memories. On the
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other hand, the invention of CMOSFET technology reduced the power consump-
tion of IC by orders of magnitude and made large scale integration practical. The
scaling of the CMOSFET transistors since became the driving force to IC industry.
From 1970s to early 90s, the scaling of MOSFET largely followed the constant
voltage scaling rule. As the hot-carrier induced reliability issue became difficult to
handle, the supply voltage is reduced as MOSFET scales, and the constant field
scaling is used. Since mid 90s, the semiconductor industry association (SIA) start-
ed to publish technology roadmaps for semiconductor industry, which includes an
outlook of future scaling of MOSFET technology. It later became an internation-
al effort as the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)[2].
The scaling trend projection in ITRS is determined from transistor performance
targets and power dissipation constraints, together with a sophisticated compact
model of MOSFET transistors. In all scaling schemes, the gate oxide thickness
scales down with the transistor feature size at a steady rate. The reduction of
oxide thickness is motivated by many device design considerations, including the
control of short channel effects, the adjustment of proper threshold voltage and
the improvement in drive current.
1.1 Imperfections in Gate Dielectrics and Relia-
bility
As the oxide thickness scales down and the electric field across the oxide increases,
the quality of the oxide insulator becomes increasingly a concern. MOSFET op-
eration requires the oxide film to be 1) insulating, 2) free of electric charge and 3)
free of interface states. The silicon/silicon dioxide system adopted in modern IC
industry was chosen primarily under these criteria. However, under high electric
field, all these three properties may degrade.
First of all the gate dielectric film may breakdown under high field, and com-
pletely lose the insulating property. Dielectric breakdown is a long-standing sub-
ject in the study of IC reliability. It is easy to see that as the oxide thickness scales
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down the oxide sustains less voltage. In practice, MOSFET operates at voltages
much lower than the dielectric breakdown voltage, but there is still a finite prob-
ability of breakdown. The lifetime before breakdown is random and follows the
Weibull distribution. This time dependent dielectric breakdown lifetime is a major
challenge to the oxide scaling.
Secondly, carriers injected into the oxide via hot-carrier injection (HCI) or
Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) tunneling create defects in the oxide film which can then
trap charged carriers. The hot carrier injection was the most critical reliability
issue in the 80s and early 90s, and was extensively studied since then. The most
discussed injection mode is due to the channel hot carriers as described below.
When high voltage is present on both gate and drain terminal, a lot of carriers
are flowing in the channel, and there is high longitudinal electric field near the
drain region. Carriers are accelerated in this high-field region, and the carrier
temperature increases. If the carriers gain sufficient energy, they can cross the
energy barrier of the silicon/oxide interface and get injected into the insulator.
Typically the maximum hot carrier generation occurs when gate voltage is around
half of the drain voltage. This bias condition only occurs when the transistor is
switching from off state to on state or vice versa. The attempt to minimize HCI
led to the development of lightly doped drain (LDD) structure, the nitrided silicon
oxide gate dielectric, and is one of the motivations for the scaling of supply voltage.
As the supply voltage has scaled to around 1 V, which is less than the bandgap
of silicon, hot carriers is much less a reliability concern to current technologies,
though it is still regularly examined.
Lastly, many electrical stress tests generate interface states at the silicon/oxide
interface. Although the silicon/silicon dioxide interface is considered among the
best interfaces, there is still slight stress in the film, and dangling silicon bonds are
present at the interface. These dangling bonds are usually passivated by hydro-
gen atoms, and are not electrically active. In modern MOSFET technology, the
density of unpassivated silicon dangling bonds at the interface is negligibly low,
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usually below 1010 cm−2. However, under electrical stress, the weak Si–H bonds
may break, and interface states are created. In addition to HCI and F-N stress,
the negative bias temperature stress is another important cause of interface states
generation. The last (NBT) stress mode, is usually applied to p-MOSFET, where
a large negative voltage is applied to the gate, and the temperature is raised above
the room temperature. No drain voltage is applied. Interface states are generated
under this stress mode, and the transistor degradation under this mode is called
the negative bias temperature instability (NBTI). The NBTI degradation occurs
even when the circuit is in quiescent, if the p-MOSFET happens to have its gate
tied to high voltage. In recent years, NBTI degradation has been found as the
most serious reliability concern of all, and attracted a lot of researches. Since the
NBTI degradation occurs at the silicon/oxide film, and involves processes inside
the insulator film, its physical origin is much less understood, compared to the
HCI injection.
In addition to the three defects created by electrical stress, there are a few
other imperfections in the oxide that are result of poor fabrication processes and are
present before stress. They often appear similar to the stress-induced degradations
mentioned earlier, and are usually discussed together. Three important examples
of such pre-existing imperfections are the mobile ions, fixed oxide charge, and
oxide traps. The mobile ions, such as Na+ and K+, come from contaminations
during the fabrication process, and were the major obstacles in the development
of stable MOSFETs in the 60s. However, after the identification of its origin,
it has been eliminated by the combination of cleanroom environment, deionized
water and gettering processes. The fixed oxide charge in the oxide, residing close
to the interface with silicon substrate, can be minimized by appropriate oxidation
recipes, and has been well controlled.
Oxide traps can be pre-existing or generated by stress. We have discussed
the HCI-generated oxide traps earlier, and we shall not missed the pre-existing
ones. Oxide traps are usually attributed to broken Si–O bonds or oxygen vacan-
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cies. It is well known that Si–O bonds are surprisingly flexible, and do not easily
break. However, under non-optimal process conditions, or when excessive nitro-
gen is added to the oxide film, broken bonds and vacancies can be abundant in
the oxide film. These process related oxide traps are considered pre-existing to
the device, as they are present before any electrical stress. In addition, we shall
see that the new gate dielectric materials with higher dielectric constant values
contain more pre-existing oxide traps than silicon dioxide does.
Strictly speaking, reliability is a concept associated with long-term effects, and
the reliability of gate oxide should include the three stress-induced degradations.
However, the pre-existing defects are customarily also included in the domain of
reliability study.
1.2 New Materials in Advanced Gate Di-
electrics
In addition to the reliability problems associated with the increasing electric field,
new dielectric materials used in advanced gate stacks constitute another challenge.
As the thickness of gate dielectrics scales down, new dielectric materials are
considered for a few reasons. First encountered was the boron penetration problem
in p-MOSFETs, which requires the incorporation of nitrogen in the gate dielectric
to suppress boron diffusion.
The other more fundamental problem is the direct tunneling of carriers be-
tween substrate and gate. The quantum mechanical tunneling of carriers increases
exponentially as the insulator thickness decreases, and becomes a significant por-
tion of the total leakage current as the dielectric thickness scales below about 3
to 4 nanometers. In order to suppress the excessive gate leakage current, while
maintaining the scaling of oxide capacitance, it is necessary to increase the di-
electric constant of the dielectric film. With higher dielectric constant (κ value),
one can increase capacitance, thus reducing electrical thickness of the dielectric
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layer, without reducing the physical film thickness. One important metric to the
advanced gate dielectric materials is the scaling trend of leakage current versus the
effective oxide thickness (EOT), which is the thickness of SiO2 film to achieve the
same capacitance. Theoretical calculation of direct tunneling current shows that
dielectric materials with higher permittivity offers significant reduction in leakage
current at the same EOT. As a result, many dielectric materials with κ value
greater than that of SiO2 (3.9) have been investigated as potential replacement of
SiO2. We shall discuss the two materials with most technical importance studied
in this thesis.
First is the nitrided silicon oxide or silicon oxynitride gate dielectric (SiON),
which is used in current CMOS technologies. The dielectric constant of the film
increases with increasing nitrogen content, up to about 8 for pure Si3N4, but
the dielectric quality tends to degrade when nitrogen content were too high or
non-optimal nitridation processes were used. Due to the sensitivity on process
conditions, vast effort is required in the many iterations of process optimization
and reliability tests.
Second is the hafnium oxide (HfO2), which offers a much greater dielectric
constant up to 25 and promises the potential of sub-1 nm EOT. However, the
process and reliability issues are more serious in this high-κ film. Notably the
HfO2 film contains large number of pre-existing traps, which was one of the show-
stoppers of high-κ dielectrics.
1.3 Threshold Voltage Instability
Except for the dielectric breakdown, all other degradations or imperfections de-
scribed in the previous section result in charge build-up in the oxide or at the
interface. This in turn causes the threshold voltage (Vth) to deviate from its initial
value[3]. Threshold voltage is the most important device parameter of MOSFET,
and its stability is a basic assumption in circuit design. If the threshold voltage
drifts too much from the designed value, circuits may fail to function.
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The exact effect of threshold voltage instability is very specific to the individual
circuit design, and should be discussed in two levels, namely the loss of function-
ality and the degradation in performance. We shall confine our discussion within
the domain of digital circuits. Combinational logic can be implemented with many
styles of circuits, including the static logic, pass gate logic and dynamic logic, to
name a few.
The static CMOS combinational logic is the most common one, and is the
most robust circuit. It has large active gain and is level-restoring, and therefore
offers very large static noise margin. It could produce the correct output even
if the threshold voltage is just a few kT/q away from the supply voltage. At a
single gate level, threshold voltage instability usually only results in drift in delay
time and leakage current. However, as the threshold voltage deviate from the
delicate optimal level[4], the delay time of the switching would increase, and/or
the quiescent leakage current would increase. Therefore, the drift of threshold
voltage to either higher or lower values is detrimental to the circuit performance
in terms of the delay versus power trade-off. In larger circuit with multiple paths,
drift in delay time due to Vth instability would lead to delay mismatch between
different paths (skew). Since the overall delay is limited by the slowest path, the
delay degradation in a small number of transistors may plague the entire circuit.
On the other hand, the functionality of sequential circuits and dynamic logic
circuits rely heavily on accurate timing, and are more susceptible to delay degrada-
tion of transistors. Due to the large number of variants in circuit design, we shall
not attempt to enumerate them, but leap to conclude that the threshold voltage
instability is detrimental to the performance digital circuits in general.
It may be necessary to mention a few details here. First there are mechanisms
not related to gate dielectric that cause the threshold voltage to change with time.
The most well-known example of this kind is the floating body effects in partially-
depleted SOI MOSFETs. Secondly the threshold voltage also vary spatially from
transistor to transistor, due to random dopant fluctuation(RDF) and process varia-
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tions. The spatial variation is detrimental to the circuit performance similar to the
temporal variation discussed earlier. Lastly not all changes in threshold voltage
degrades circuit performance. The dynamic threshold voltage MOS (DTMOS),
for example, has lower Vth as it switches on and high Vth as it switches off. The
controlled variation of Vth in this way help to achieve small delay with low leakage
current.
In all cases, the knowledge of the threshold voltage instabilities, in both its
magnitude and dynamics, is essential to successful circuit design. Unfortunately,
traditional compact models of MOSFETs does not include any Vth instabilities,
and circuit designers rely on corner-device tests to ensure the robustness of the
circuit[5–8]. Circuit designers sets the maximum amount of device degradation al-
lowed, and make sure the circuit works with the worst-case (degraded) devices. On
the other hand, reliability assurance engineers qualify devices from a process tech-
nology within the bound of the specified maximum degradation. However, as the
Vth instability is becoming a much important threat to circuit design, this division
of task has become increasingly awkward, because little design margin is left. The
worst-case design is inherently too conservative, but traditional reliability models
were too much a simplification compared to the multitude of Vth instabilities with
complex dynamics in real devices, hence do not allow a more aggressive design. In
response to this gap between reliability study and circuit design, there is growing
effort in understanding and modeling the Vth instabilities, and the present thesis
is a part of this effort.
This thesis examines the dominant Vth instability mechanisms in two advanced
gate dielectric materials, namely the nitrided silicon oxide (or silicon oxynitride),
and the hafnium oxide. Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI)[9] and
charge trapping phenomena[10–11] in these two dielectric films are the focus of
this study, and form the main chunk of this thesis in chapter 3 and chapter 4,
respectively. Since the accurate characterization of threshold voltage instabilities
is a pre-requisite of the desired study, much effort was spent on developing the fast
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Id−Vg measurement technique as detailed in chapter 2.
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The MOSFET transistor operates almost always quasi-statically with respect to
the terminal voltages, and the MOSFET device physics evolves around its steady-
state output and transfer characteristics. Often people use the term DC and
steady-state interchangeably in this context. However it is important to note that
even in AC operation with moderately high frequency, the carrier concentration in
MOSFET, and hence the particle current, remains in steady-state and follows that
in DC operation. Only the displacement current component is to be added in these
AC situations. Non-quasi-static operation is rare for MOSFET, though becoming
more important recently. Accordingly, the measurement of the steady-state Id−Vg
and Id−Vd curves is the most frequent on MOSFETs.
In 1980s, highly integrated and automated electrical measurement instruments
became commonly available, which includes Hewlett Packard 4140B pA me-
ter/DC voltage source[1], followed by Hewlett Packard 4145[2], 4155/4156 semi-
conductor parameter analyzers[3], and similar products from other manufacturers.
To many young engineers like the author, the semiconductor parameter analyzers
are the de facto standard for measuring the I−V characteristics of transistors.
In fact, what is accepted is not only the measurement instrument, but also the
quasi-static or DC measurement paradigm.
On the other hand, the demand for accurate measurement of small current,
which is critical to MOSFET characterization, requires the measurement to be
slow. In practice, to achieve sub-pico-ampere accuracy, the measurement time at
each bias point (integration time) should be at least 20 ms, or one power-line-cycle,
in order to minimize the interference from the power supply. In addition, small
bias steps in sweep measurement and a delay time before measurement at each
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step are recommended, to ensure that all transients caused by the bias step die
down and the true steady-state characteristics is measured. As a result, slow DC
measurement was quite often equated to accurate measurement.
This assumption on DC measurement saw some challenges in the field of CMOS
reliability study. The degradation of MOSFET characteristics under electrical
stress can recover after the stress is removed. This recovery produces strong tran-
sients in MOSFET device parameters, notably in the threshold voltage Vth, in the
time scale of micro second to tens of seconds. The typical measurement time with
the semiconductor parameter analyzers ranges from milli-seconds to tens of sec-
onds, which overlaps with that of the transient in device parameters. This overlap
in time scale leads to the uncertainty as to what extent the transistor parameters
(e.g., threshold voltage) have changed during the measurement time. It is therefore
required to remove this overlap by a fast measurement of transistor characteristics
with measurement time of 1 µs or less. Note again that when compared to the
time constant of carrier redistribution (sub-nanosecond) in the transistor, both the
parameters shifts (e.g., threshold voltage shift) and the proposed sub-microsecond
measurement are slower by orders of magnitude. Therefore the MOSFET transis-
tor proper remains in quasi-static operation during the fast measurement, although
the capacitive (displacement) current, as we shall see, plays a role. The implemen-
tation and validation of one possible sub-microsecond fast measurement technique
is the subject matter of this chapter.
2.1 Development of the Fast Techniques
Our attempt on fast measurement techniques was motivated by the studies on
the stress induced threshold voltage (Vth) shift of MOSFET transistors, notably
PBTI and NBTI. Conventionally one evaluates the Vth degradation in measure-
stress-measure cycles with DC parametric semiconductor analyzer. The time delay
between the end of stress and the Id−Vg measurement for Vth extraction is typically
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in the order of 0.1− 10 seconds, and the degraded Vth will possibly recover during
this delay. The recovery during the short delay has long been thought negligible
until recently. Studies on charge trapping in high-κ and SiON dielectrics in recent
years showed that the recovery in Vth is significant even within an 1 ms delay [4–7].
In fact, as charge trapping was one of the main show-stoppers of high-κ dielectrics,
the accurate measurement of it, without contamination from recovery, is of vital
importance. Therefore, a fast and accurate Vth measurement technique is required
to capture all the fast transient trapping/de-trapping phenomenon.
Some attempts on reducing the measurement time with the semiconductor
parameter analyzers Agilent 4156 were made initially. The minimum measurement
time for a single bias point is 80 µs as specified by the manufacturer, which may
not be sufficiently fast, but is much faster than it is usually configured. However,
it was soon realized that a lot of overhead time must be added to the quoted
minimum. Some examples include:
• Time required to setup the source/meter for an Id − Vg sweep after the stress
is removed. Manual operation at the front panel is clearly not viable option.
The at-the-time popular programming interface (SCPI) actually presses the
front panel keys internally, and is not much faster than manual operation.
The low-level FLEX programming interface, though much harder to program,
can minimize the setup time by storing all low-level commands in the built-
in execution queue. However, the time required to execute these low-level
commands is not documented in its manual. This setup delay was estimated
from field measurement to be tens of milliseconds.
• Time required to switch to the correct measurement range. Since each mea-
surement range covers current in about one order of magnitude with its best
precision, range switching is often required. Again the exact time for selection
is not specified.
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• Integration time is automatically increased in low current range, which exact
figures appeared in the latest manual update[3].
Other source-meters from the major manufacturers shared similar problems, as
they are designed towards the accurate but slow DC measurement. Due to these
limitations, it is apparent that one has to sought solution in other instruments.
In response to the large charge trapping in high-κ dielectrics, A. Kerber et al.
developed a pulsed IV method to measure hysteresis in Id−Vg within 10−100 µs in
2003[4]. This marked the first demonstration of the short time constant in charge
trapping and de-trapping in gate dielectrics, and motivated many researchers in
the community to explore the fast measurement techniques.
The measurement method developed by A. Kerber et al. is shown in Figure 2.1.
A short trapezoidal pulse is applied to the gate of MOSFET. The oscilloscope
measures the voltage drop across the sense resistor R at the drain, and hence
the drain current. However, this method suffers from the following limitation for
ultra-fast measurement. In this method, the drain voltage of the MOSFET under
test is not a constant, but changes with changing drain current. The parasitic
capacitor C0 and Cgd must be charged or discharged as the drain voltage and gate
voltage change, and the charging current distorts the measured drain current. The
parasitic capacitor C0 consists of the Cds of the MOSFET, the input capacitance of
the oscilloscope and the cable capacitance, and ranges from 20 pF to over 100 pF
depending on the length of the cables. The distortion is more serious when the
voltage pulse’s rise or fall time becomes shorter.
Another approach to fast Id−Vg measurement uses a transimpedance amplifier
instead of a sense resistor[5, 8–9]. The circuit adopted by the author is shown
in Figure 2.2, while other groups used slightly different circuit configurations.
The active gain of the amplifier provides a constant bias on the drain terminal.
However, the problems associated with the parasitic components remain in this
setup. As was later realized, most measurement difficulties originate from the fact
that devices on the wafer are connected to the measurement instrument through

















Figure 2.1 Schematic illustrating the fast Id−Vg measurement setup developed by A. Kerber.
long cables. The signal path is typically greater than 3 m with a common manual
probe station from major manufacturers. To resolve the problem, we attempted
to reduce the length of cables, and the setup was continually improved. In the
following we shall describe a recent version, along with an analysis on source of
measurement errors.
2.2 Fast Measurement Setup
We developed an improved pulsed Id−Vg measurement technique, as shown in
Figure 2.3. The circuit schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.4.
The MOSFET (DUT) is connected to the operational amplifier (OPAMP) con-
figured in transimpedance mode. By virtual short circuit property of OPAMP, the
voltage at the two input terminals are approximately equal when negative feed-
back is present through R. The drain voltage of the MOSFET is thus fixed at Vds
supplied by the voltage source. Since the input impedance at the input terminal
of OPAMP is very high, the drain current flows entirely through the gain resistor




















Figure 2.2 Schematic illustrating the fast Id−Vg measurement setup utilizing a transimpedance
amplifier.
R. In other words, the drain current is measured by the gain resistor R. Resistors
ranged from 1 − 10 kΩ are used in this study for different transimpedance gain.




) ·R + Vds (2.1)
where R is the sense resistance, Vds is the drain voltage, and Igd is the current
from gate to drain through the parasitic capacitor Cgd. The current Igd is caused
by the fast transient at the gate and is given by
Igd = Cgd ·
dVgd
dt = Cgd ·
dVgs
dt (2.2)
In the measurement, the MOSFET is biased in linear region in Id−Vg measure-
ments, and Cgd is given by
Cgd = Coverlap,d +
1
2Cinv (2.3)
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Figure 2.3 Photographs on the fast measurement setup.
























Figure 2.4 Schematic illustrating the fast Id−Vg measurement setup utilizing a transimpedance
amplifier, with matched impedance and cable delay.
where Coverlap,d and Cinv are the capacitance of the drain overlap region and the
inversion capacitance, respectively.
A high-speed OPAMP (OPA657) with 1.6 GHz gain bandwidth product is used
to achieve fast measurement[10]. As will be discussed in more details later, the
accurate and fast measurement primarily relies on the minimization of the length
of signal paths without impedance control. In Figure 2.4, impedance controlled
cables are labeled explicitly, while thin wires represent PCB traces, wires and
probe tips. The components enclosed by the dashed box (except the DUT) is on
a printed circuit board measuring 10 × 6 cm. The PCB is mounted immediately
above the home-brew probe card with four probe tips, as shown in Figure 2.3. The
signal path of any non-impedance controlled section (e.g. from the drain of the
transistor to the input of OPAMP, or from to the gate to the junction with cable
1 and cable 2) is less than 10 cm, in order to minimize parasitics.
All the transmission lines are 50 Ω co-axial cables. The output impedance of
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the pulse generator, and the input impedance of the oscilloscope are adjusted to
50 Ω as well. Since the MOSFET gate has very high impedance, therefore for
short enough wires, the branch leading to the gate does not break the impedance
matching between cable 1 and 2. Resistor Rout ≈ 50 Ω is used to match the cable
impedance, so the voltage recorded by the oscilloscope, through cable 3, is 1/2
of Vout from the OPAMP. The minimization of uncontrolled signal path marks
the largest difference between the improved setup of Figure 2.4 from the previous
attempts as in Figure 2.2.
If one feeds a voltage pulse to the gate of the transistor DUT, and turn on the
transistor, the drain current would induce a corresponding voltage pulse in output
voltage. Both pulses are recorded by the oscilloscope, as shown in Figure 2.5, and
conversion from Vout to Id is possible with (2.1). An parametric plot of Vg(t) and


























Figure 2.5 Voltage waveform recorded from the oscilloscope.
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2.3 Source of Errors
For short-channel devices, Cgd is small, and the corresponding Igd is much smaller
than the drain current, and therefore the charging current through Cgd can be
ignored. When a symmetric triangular pulse is applied at the gate as shown in
Figure 2.6 inset, Id−Vg curve can be measured at both the up-trace and down-trace
of the pulse. In the two cases, dVg/ dt are of the same magnitude but of opposite
sign. For n-MOSFET with short channel length Lg = 0.1 µm, the Id−Vg curves
measured in the up-trace and down-trace of Vgs both coincide with that from DC
measurement, as shown in Figure 2.6, which indicates negligible effect of charging
current through Cgd.























Figure 2.6 Id−Vg characteristics measured from a short-channel n-MOSFET with SiON gate
dielectric, with the Vg waveform shown in the inset. Fast Id−Vg measurement (1 µs measurement
time) result is identical to the conventional DC-ramp measurement result in both up-trace and
down trace.
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The measurement speed is limited to about 100 ns in this study due to the fre-
quency response of the transimpedance amplifier. As seen from Figure 2.5, Vout
waveform must be synchronous to Vgs waveform in order to get the correct Id−Vg
curve. A delay difference δt between Vgs and Vout waveforms will generate approx-
imately a horizontal shift of Id−Vg curve, and is given by
δVgs =
dVgs
dt · δt. (2.4)
When measurement time (rise/fall time) is reduced dVgs/ dt increases, and the
distortion of Id−Vg curve worsens quickly. One source of this delay difference
arises from the unmatched signal path length, for example, between the two long
cables 2 and 3 in Figure 2.4. One meter of cable length difference causes 5 ns
delay time skew. If in the fast measurement Vg ramps from 0 to 1 V in 100 ns,
5 ns introduces 50 mV shift in Id−Vg curve. Cables of equal length are therefore
required.
The other, and more fundamental, source of the delay skew arises from the
parasitic capacitance in parallel with the feedback resistor R. For R = 1 kΩ
typically used in this study, a capacitance as little as 1 pF would cause a delay
of 1 ns in the amplifier output waveform. If one requires the distortion of Id−Vg
curve to be less than 10 mV, the maximum ramping rate for Vg would be 1 V over
100 ns. Therefore, the control of this parasitic capacitance is critical to successful
fast measurement. In practice, small stray capacitance is unavoidable. Sometimes,
it is even necessary to include a small capacitance to improve the stability of
the amplifier[10]. The major source of instability originates from the parasitic
capacitance seen at the inverting input terminal of the amplifier, which consists
of the intrinsic input capacitance of the OPAMP, the capacitance between PCB
traces, wires connecting the probe tip to the PCB, and finally the probe tips.
Considering a typical coaxial cable with capacitance of 67 pF/m, or parallel wires
(5 mm separation) with capacitance around 10 pF/m, it is immediately clear that
the extremely short wires in the current setup is absolutely necessary. This is the
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limit of the current fast measurement technique, arising from the requirement of
synchronous Vg and Vout waveforms.
On the other hand, if only the drain current at a specific Vg bias is required
as in the case of Ref. [11], synchronization of the Vout and Vg waveforms is not
necessary, and much faster measurement is possible.
For long channel devices, the charging current through the large Cgd can be a
significant portion of the drain current, and need to be corrected. Figure 2.7 shows
that for n-MOSFET with Lg = 10 µm, the Id−Vg curve measured in the up-trace
of Vg does not coincide with that from the down-trace. The difference between the
two Id−Vg curves is inversely proportional the rise time trise of Vg. This indicates
a capacitive branch and is attributed to Cgd. This gate-to-drain capacitance can
be measured with a slightly modified split-C−V measurement. The source and
body of the MOSFET are grounded, and capacitance between gate and drain is
recorded, as shown in the inset of Figure 2.8.
This measured C−V curve provides good approximation to Cgd when the
MOSFET is operating in linear region when Vds is small. The effect of charging
and discharging of Cgd to the drain current measurement can be corrected using
(2.1) and (2.2). Figure 2.8 shows the raw and corrected Id−Vg curve obtained
from a MOSFET with channel length Lg = 10 µm. After correction, the up-trace
and down-trace Id−Vg curves coincide, verifying the above analysis. An first order




∝ Lg2 · dVgsdt . (2.5)
Therefore, the effect of Cgd quickly vanishes for gate length less than 1 to 2 µm
for 1 µs measurement time.
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Figure 2.7 Id−Vg characteristics measured from a long-channel n-MOSFET with HfO2 gate
dielectric, with the Vg waveform as in Figure 2.6. As the rise time and fall time of the waveform
decreases, the Id−Vg curves from up-trace and down-trace move apart from each other, due to
the charging and discharging of Cgd capacitance. The difference between the two curves measured
at Vg = 0.6 V is plotted in the inset as a function of the reciprocal of rise time.
2.4 Applications To Charge Trapping in High-κ
gate dielectrics
We applied this improved fast measurement technique to study the charge trap-
ping in high-κ dielectrics. The MOSFET transistors used in this experiment have
MOCVD deposited HfO2 gate dielectric with EOT ≈ 1.3 nm[12]. After an initial
Id−Vg measurement, MOSFETs are stressed for 1s, and Id−Vg is measured again
at the falling edge of the stress voltage. Threshold voltage shift is extracted from
the horizontal shift of the Id−Vg curve before and after the stress. In Figure 2.9,
the Vth shift of an n-MOSFET is plotted with varying falling edge time, i.e. Id−Vg
measurement time, at the end of the 1 s stress. It is observed that as measure-
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Figure 2.8 Id−Vg characteristics after correction for the effect of Cgd. Correction are based
on (Figure 2.1) and (Figure 2.2), for the trise = 1 µs case. The gate to drain capacitance is
measured using modified split-C−V method, and is shown in the inset.
ment time is increased above 100 µs, the measured Vth drops due to the significant
de-trapping during the measurement. The Vth shift measured by conventional DC
measurement is only 200/0 of the true value, and gives a very poor under-estimation
of the trapped charge in high-κ dielectrics. On the other hand, from this figure,
measurement time of 5 µs to 10 µs is fast enough to evaluate the charge trapping
in this particular device adequately.
2.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have developed a fast measurement technique to obtain MOSFET
Id−Vg characteristics in 100 ns without using expensive RF measurement setup.
The sources of measurement errors are analyzed in detail. Techniques to minimize
those errors, or correction procedure are provided to each of the error sources.
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Figure 2.9 NMOSFET transistors with HfO2 gate dielectrics are stressed for 1 second with
Vg = 1.8 V, after which Id−Vg is measured with different measurement time tm at the falling
edge of the stress voltage. The threshold voltage shift before and after stress (∆Vth) is plotted
against measurement time, and the threshold voltage shift obtained with DC measurement is
shown for comparison. Slow measurements leads to serious underestimation of the threshold
voltage shift caused by charge trapping.
The limits of such measurement setup is identified, which shows that the current
implementation with 100 ns measurement time is close to the performance limit.
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Instability in SiON Gate Di-
electrics
3.1 A Brief Historical Introduction
In the 1960s, the instabilities in thermally oxidized MOS structure was the major
inhibiting issue for MOSFETs. In a 1974 review paper [1], Deal recalled a car-
toon made by R. P. Donovan, which depicted a bunch of scientists, blindfolded,
patting different parts of an elephant, and proposing different theories for insta-
bilities found in MOS. The “blind men and the elephant” era ended, after the
alkali ions were eliminated, and the other oxide charges thoroughly investigated
and categorized. We have largely followed the classification of Deal[1], with how-
ever somewhat different terminologies. As usually appeared in modern textbooks,
major source of instabilities of MOS with thermally grown SiO2 dielectric includes:
• Mobile ions, which are mostly positive alkali ions such as Na+, K+ and Li+.
• Fixed charges (Qf), which are positively charged silicon species in the oxygen-
deficient transition region near the SiO2/Si interface.
• Interface states (Nit), also commonly known as fast states, which are unsatu-
rated silicon bonds at the interface.
• Oxide traps (Not), which are broken Si O bonds in the bulk of the oxide film.
Interface states are easily differentiated from the other types of charges because
they are in direct communication with both types of carriers in the semiconductor
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substrate, which leads to fast response to carrier concentrations. As one sweep
the gate voltage, the carrier capture/emission processes at the interface states are
usually fast enough to align the quasi-fermi level of trap occupancy to the quasi-
fermi level of the dominant carriers at the interface. This is also the origin of
the synonym fast states. Early works established that under combined bias and
temperature stress, the density of interface states increases significantly[2], which
gave the name of negative-bias-temperature instability or NBTI. Only p-channel
MOS devices were found susceptible to this type of stress, so only negative voltage
bias on the gate terminal is relevant. Jeppson and Svensson first proposed a model
to the degradation dynamics in 1977[3]. They recognized the power-law growth of
interface states with time (Nit ∼ t1/4), a signature of diffusion controlled process.
They suggested that in addition to the electrochemical process that generates
interface states, the resultant species of this reaction diffuse away from the surface,
which ultimately controls the speed of interface state generation. This reaction-
diffusion model was widely accepted, and with few amendments, remains the most
popular theory for NBTI phenomena. At the same time, annealing in H2 ambient
was found to effectively reduce the density of interface states before and after
NBT stress[4]. Sintering in H2 subsequently become part of the standard MOS
fabrication process.
However, during this period of initial research on NBTI, n-MOS VLSI process
became dominant and replaced the p-MOS process. When CMOS process sub-
sequently gained popularity, it employed buried channel p-MOSFETs which is
less susceptible to NBTI. Therefore, it was only in the late 1990s when surface
channel p-MOSFET with p+-polysilicon gate was introduced, that NBTI received
attention again. The number of research papers on NBTI exploded since the
year 1999. As the industry had just switched to silicon-oxynitride (SiON) for the
gate dielectric, much attention was paid to the effect of nitrogen incorporation on
NBTI[5–12]. Results varies among groups, due to the diverse techniques employed
to incorporate nitrogen in the dielectric. However, it is generally agreed that
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• NBTI is worse with higher nitrogen concentration in the oxide.
• Plasma nitridation processes offers significant advantage over thermal nitrida-
tion.
Schroder and Babcock gave a comprehensive review on the subject in early
2003[13], which summarized the understanding on NBTI at the time, its origin, its
effect on transistor, and most importantly its dependence on process and device
parameters. Research on NBTI prior to 2003 largely followed the paradigm set in
the 70s, which was reinforced with Schroder’s definition for NBTI[13]:
“NBTI occurs in p-channel MOS devices stressed with negative gate volt-
ages at elevated temperatures. It manifests itself as absolute drain current
Id,sat, and transconductance gm, decrease and absolute “off” current Ioff ,
and threshold voltage VT increases. Typical stress temperatures lie in the
100− 250◦C range with oxide electric fields typically below 6 MV/cm.”
A typical NBTI study involves first stressing a MOS at elevated tempera-
ture under large negative gate bias. The gate voltage must be chosen such that
the electric field in the oxide is less than about 6 MV/cm to avoid degradation
due to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling[3]. After a preset stress time, the sample is
cooled to room temperature and its device characteristics measured. Typically
the parametric shift in threshold voltage, flat-band voltage and linear drain cur-
rent are recorded. Generation of interface state density is commonly measured by
one of the many available techniques, while the accompanying generation of fixed
charge is calculated indirectly. This stress-measure cycle is repeated which ex-
tends to, typically, 103−105 seconds. Simply put, NBTI degradation was thought
to be almost permanent, and remains unchanged after the electrical stress is re-
moved. Although back in 1977 Jeppson reported that NBTI degradation can be
healed by annealing the stressed sample for many hours at elevated temperature
(125−200◦C), the recovery seems too slow to appreciably affect the measurement.
If we view studies prior to Schroder’s 2003 review paper as the old paradigm large-
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ly following the Deal-Jeppson tradition, we can identify a few new developments,
which include two prominent topics widely studies and hotly debated in the NBTI
community: the dynamic recovery effect and the role of hole trapping in NBTI.
These two new phenomena are especially important if nitrogen is introduced to
the SiO2 gate dielectric. They are the subject of this chapter, which will un-fold
some investigations performed by the author and co-workers. In the remainder of
this introductory section, a brief review on each of the two topics is provided.
3.1.1 Dynamic Recovery
Around the time of Schroder’s review, the NBTI community started to realize that
the recovery effect is not negligible as always assumed [14–19]. It is observed that
NBTI degradation has appreciable partial recovery within short time less than 1
second. Therefore, if one applies an AC stress voltage on the p-MOSFETs (e.g.
square wave with 500/0 duty cycle), the sample is stressed for half of the period in
each cycle. During the other half-cycle, existing NBTI degradation is being healed.
As a result, NBTI degradation is much less for samples under AC stressing than
those under constant voltage stressing, for equivalent stress time. Since transistors
in logic circuits are quite often under dynamic operation condition, and are not
under constant voltage stress, it was claimed that one could exploit the dynamic
recovery of NBTI and relax the reliability specifications.
However, it is only recognized later, that there is a second significant implica-
tion of the dynamic recovery effect. Since a large portion of the NBTI degradation
can recover within a time scale of 1 second, the traditional stress-measure paradigm
is in trouble. Cooling wafer from stress temperature to measurement temperature
(room temperature) takes minutes, after which the measured NBTI degradation
is seriously contaminated by the recovery effect. Even if one eliminates the cool-
ing procedure, and measure right after the electrical stress ends, the commonly
used parametric analyzer takes some time (anywhere between 0.5 second to 10
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seconds depending on the specific setup). The above cited early reports on dy-
namic recovery effect of NBTI all use the traditional stress-measure paradigm, and
the registered NBTI degradations are always inclusive of some recovery effect. As
a result, the relatively slow recovery transient recorded in the > 1 s time scale
prompts one to ignore this second effect of dynamic recovery, and concentrates
on the desirable relaxation under AC operation. The unexplored sub-one-second
regime of dynamic NBTI was for a brief moment overlooked, and alternative char-
acterization paradigm was sought only to avoid contamination from measurement
delay soon after.
S. Rangan first described a scheme to investigate the sub-one-second recovery
transient[20]. It involves converting the change in drain current ∆Id at one fixed
bias point into the change in threshold voltage ∆Vth. Since measuring the drain
current at one bias point can be done much more quickly than a sweep measure-
ment of the Id−Vg characteristics. This provides a much faster way to extract the
threshold voltage degradation due to NBTI, and thus reduces the NBTI recovery
during the measurement delay. In this scheme, it is also possible to measure ∆Id
at the NBTI stress condition, if one applies a small drain bias during stress. This
scheme was later adopted by many researchers under the name on-the-fly mea-
surement, with some variations in implementation details [21–26]. The on-the-fly
measurement technique is commonly referred as delay-free or recovery-free, which
is apparently true because the stress voltage is never removed from the gate ter-
minal. However, due to the fact that all these researchers use slow measurement
instruments, the non-negligible NBTI degradation during measurement time se-
riously affects the measurement result. The author believes that some variant of
fast measurement techniques must be used to adequately characterize the fast tran-
sient in NBTI. A detailed review on the appropriate characterization procedure
for NBTI is discussed in section 3.3.
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3.1.2 Role of Hole Trapping
It is well known that an SiO2 gate dielectric thin film can be degraded by carri-
ers passing through it, also well known is that defects in dielectric, generated or
pre-existing, can capture carriers and then emit them. The charge trapping/de-
trapping dynamics has been extensively studied and modeled in the 1980s[27]. In
MOSFET with gate dielectric thicker than 4 nm, gate current is significant only
under hot-carrier stress or Fowler-Nordheim stress conditions. In order to separate
the charge trapping in the bulk dielectrics and the interface states generation under
the classification of Deal[1], NBTI stress is usually performed at zero drain bias to
avoid hot-carrier injection and oxide electric field of < 6 MV/cm to avoid Fowler-
Nordheim tunneling. Higher electric field was shown to cause threshold voltage
shift due to charge trapping in addition to interface state generation[28], which
is seen as a pitfall in NBTI characterization for SiO2 thickness between 2.5 nm
and 4 nm. It is commonly accepted that F-N tunneling only causes damage to
the region where electron has been injected to the conduction band (or valance
band) of the dielectric layer. For ultra-thin gate oxide films, F-N tunneling is
less damaging to the dielectric, while at the same time direct tunneling current
becomes significant. Little trap generation is expected from direct tunneling carri-
ers, but these tunneling carriers can momentarily get trapped in pre-existing traps
in the gate dielectric. On the other hand, as the gate dielectric scales down into
direct tunneling regime, a significant content of nitrogen is always added to the
SiO2 dielectric. Since the silicon-nitrogen bond is less flexible than silicon-oxygen
bond, it is well known that nitrogen incorporation leads to high defect density in
SiON. This charge trapping effect at low electric field occurring at the bias con-
dition of NBTI stress complicates the traditional understanding of NBTI as an
interface-states dominated phenomenon.
Since NBTI is found to be worse in transistors with nitrided gate oxide[5–12],
the possible contribution from hole-trapping was considered. Ushio, Kushida-
Abdelghafar and Watanabe first proposed that hole-trapping near the Si/SiON
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caused the enhanced NBTI in SiON gate dielectric[7, 29]. On the other hand, al-
ternative theory was suggested by Tan and co-workers, suggesting that hydrogen
released from broken Si–H bonds can be trapped at nitrogen sites at the interface
and create additional fixed charges[9–10]. Tan’s hydrogen-induced-fixed-charge
theory appears to explain the nitrogen-enhanced NBTI equally well, and avoid-
ed being “contrary to the prevailing NBTI mechanisms (reaction-diffusion)”[10].
These initial discussions started the debate on the role of hole-trapping in SiON
gate dielectric. At the core of the debate is the question of whether a hole-trapping
model is mandatory to adequately explain the experimental observation of worse
NBTI in SiON, or some amendments to the long-standing reaction-diffusion model
is sufficient. A few important arguments supporting the hole-trapping model are
Ref.[21, 30–32], while examples supporting the reaction-diffusion interpretation
are Ref.[24, 33–34].
It was soon realized that trapped hole can easily de-trap from the extremely
thin dielectric film, which transient effect contaminates the measurement as earlier
described. Therefore, the accurate characterization of NBTI becomes a prerequi-
site for studying the role of hole-trapping in NBTI. Each argument, either in favor
or in disapprove of the hole-trapping proposal, very often starts with a prologue
on the “correct” characterization procedure. Our discussion on this subject is no
exception, after presenting the theories to NBTI in section 3.2, section 3.3 will first
describe the characterization procedure, followed by section 3.4 on the arguments
for the hole-trapping model as a necessary supplement. Lastly, in section 3.5, we
consider the contribution of interface traps.
The samples measured in this chapter has an equivalent oxide thickness of
1.3 nm. The gate oxide underwent decoupled plasma nitridation (DPN) and sub-
sequent thermal anneal. The pMOSFET devices used in this study has the dimen-
sionsW = 100 µm and L = 0.1 µm. Unless otherwise indicated, the measurements
are performed at room temperature.
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3.2 Theories for the Dynamic NBTI
In this section, two theories to the dynamic effect of NBTI, namely the reaction-
diffusion model and the charge-trapping model, are outlined.
3.2.1 Reaction-Diffusion Model
Since the reaction-diffusion model was first proposed in 1977[3], it has been the
most successful and most widely accepted model to NBTI. Although controver-
sies, including the exact form of the diffusing hydrogen species, the exact interfacial
chemical reaction and the appropriate boundary conditions, remain topics of de-
bates[13, 29, 35], the general framework of the model is generally agreed upon by
the year 2003. When the dynamic behavior was first discovered in 2003[14–17, 36],
the reaction-diffusion model was soon used to explain the recovery effect and the
NBTI degradation under dynamic stress[37–38].
3.2.1.1 Stress
According to the reaction-diffusion theory, interface traps generated under NBTI
stress is result of the electrochemical reaction at the Si/SiO2 interface. The exact
equation of the reaction is unclear, but it is widely accepted
• that a Si H bond is broken, hydrogen species are released, and leaving behind
a silicon dangling bond (interface trap);
• that holes at the interface catalyze or participate the reaction;
• that the forward reaction is accelerated by stress voltage and temperature.
A hypothetic equation of this interface reaction under electrical stress is shown
in (3.1), where atomic hydrogen is released from the interface. Assuming ample
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supply of holes, the rate equation of this reaction can be written as in (3.2). The
generation rate of interface traps is dNitdt , and since one atomic hydrogen is released
for each generated dangling bond, this is also the generation rate of hydrogen. The
released hydrogen diffuses away from the interface. If one assumes homogeneous
diffusion in semi-infinite space, the diffusion equation can be written as (3.3),
where natural boundary conditions apply.
stress
SiH + h+ −−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−− Si+ + H0 (3.1)
passivated recovery dangling bond
dNit
dt = kF (N0 −Nit)− kR ·NH






+ δ (x) dNitdt (x > 0). (3.3)
Nit = interface trap density at time t cm−2
N0 = total density of Si H bonds cm−3
kF = forward reaction rate
kR = reverse reaction rate
NH
(x,t) = hydrogen concentration at position x and time t cm−3
λ = effective thickness of hydrogen layer available to the reaction
D = diffusivity of hydrogen.
It is instructive to look at a few asymptotic solutions to the coupled equations
(3.2). First if one assumes infinite diffusivity, the released hydrogen is immediately
removed from the interface, and its concentration at the interface is almost zero.
The reverse reaction is therefore suppressed, and assuming small Nit at t = 0,
Nit would increase linearly with time in the initial stage. The forward reaction
proceeds and saturates when all Si H bonds are broken. On the other hand, if
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the diffusivity is zero, all released hydrogen piles up at the interface. Equation
(3.2) reduces to
dNit
dt = kF (N0 −Nit)− kRNit
2. (3.4)
One observes that, at short time, the growth of Nit is similar to the first case, but
the reverse reaction would become significant as Nit increases. The forward reac-
tion and reverse reaction would reach equilibrium atNit,eq = kF2kR
(√




The last, and most important situation arises from introducing a small diffusiv-
ity in addition to the fast reactions. It is obvious that the reaction would quickly
saturate, as in the zero-diffusivity case, to Nit ≈ Nit,eq. However, the slow diffu-
sion would remove some hydrogen from the interface as time elapses, and moves
the equilibrium of the interface reaction towards higher Nit. Asymptotic solution
was derived by Jeppson to show that Nit grows with time as Nit ∼ t1/4 in this
diffusion-limited situation[3]. Alam, by assuming a triangular hydrogen concen-
tration profile, arrived at the same result[37]. This derivation is briefly repeated
as follows, as it leads us to a few insights into the process. As shown in Figure 3.1,
the hydrogen concentration away from the interface (x = 0) is approximated with
a simple triangular function, with characteristic diffusion length
√
Dt. The hydro-
gen concentration at the interface is NH(0). Since each broken Si H bond releases





























Figure 3.1 Approximate hydrogen concentration profile in the diffusion process.
It is worth repeating that the reaction is much faster than diffusion, and is close
to equilibrium even in the presence of a slow diffusion. Therefore, the left-hand
side of (3.2) is almost zero, and
Nit ·NH(0) = kF
kR
N0. (3.6)





N0 (Dt)1/4 . (3.7)
The power-law dependence with exponent of 0.25 is easily identified. If one allows
even longer stress time, the unreacted Si H bonds become scarce, the forward
reaction rate reduces, and the Nit generation saturates to N0. On the other hand,
as described earlier, the reaction of interface trap generation had reached an equi-
librium at Nit = Nit,eq before diffusion has the time to remove significant amount
of hydrogen from the interface. Therefore, the power-law (t0.25) relation is valid
in the region Nit,eq  Nit  N0.
3.2.1.2 Recovery
A. Alam developed the dynamic theory of the reaction-diffusion model, which
considers the recovery of NBTI degradation[37]. The treatment of the diffusion
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process during recovery is, however, rather empirical. An analytic treatment is
presented as follows.
When the stress voltage is removed from the gate at time t0, one can assume
that the forward reaction in (3.2) is effectively stopped, while the reverse reaction
coefficient is not affected by the gate voltage. Silicon dangling bonds are passivated
by hydrogen atoms in the vicinity of the interface through the reaction. Assuming
again that the diffusion is slow. As a result, after a short recovery time period
t after t0, the reverse reaction would quickly consume all hydrogen species near
the interface (NH(0) = 0), while hydrogen concentration away from the interface is
left unchanged. Any further recovery of interface traps depends on the supply of
hydrogen species back-diffused to the interface, and is diffusion limited. This can






x > 0, (3.8)
NH
∣∣
x=0 = 0, (3.9)
NH
∣∣
t=0 = φ(x). x > 0 (3.10)
(3.11)
The initial condition φ(x) is the hydrogen profile after the stress and the brief
reaction-limited recovery. To solve this differential equation, one takes the anti-
symmetric reflection of φ(x) to extend the domain of independent variable from
x > 0 to −∞ < x < ∞, as shown in Figure 3.2. The odd symmetry of the
new φ(x) guarantees that the boundary conditions in (3.8) are still satisfied. The

















To obtain a closed-form formula, the initial hydrogen profile is again approximated
by triangular shape









) −L0 < x < 0,
0 otherwise.
(3.13)
Suppose the prior stress time is t0, the width of the profile is L0 =
√
Dt0, the
generated interface trap density is Nit(0) = 1/2NHL0 as shown in Figure 3.2.





















Figure 3.2 The solution to the diffusion equation during recovery is approximated by the
convolution of φ and g, as in (3.15).
An approximation to the convolution integration is sketched in Figure 3.3 with
thick solid line. It is assumed that the far end of the diffusion front is not affected
by the new boundary condition at x = 0, and has advanced to
√
D(t+ t0). The
hydrogen profile has a peak at xmax. The hydrogen lost to the left boundary
(recovery of Nit) is between
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∆Nit,max = −1/2NH(0)xmax. (3.17)
To determine the peak position xmax, one observes that when L is small compared
to L0, the peak occurs at xmax ≈ L to avoid the negative contribution from the
region with φ(x) < 0. On the other hand, for large L, the priority is to stay in the













Figure 3.3 Approximate hydrogen concentration profile in diffusion-limited recovery of NBTI.
The thin solid line represents the hydrogen profile immediately after stress, while the thick solid
line represents that after a recovery of length t. The hydrogen concentration at the interface
drops to NH∗.
Under the condition of xmax < L and xmax < L0, the integration (3.15) is evalu-





L L ≤ (2−√2)L0(
3− 2√2)L0 + (√2− 1)L L > (2−√2)L0.
Alam, in his paper[37], observed that the peak position xmax advances according to
√
γDt with γ ≈ 0.5, which is in fact too slow initially and too fast as L approaches
L0. The passivated interface trap ∆Nit is then estimated with (3.16) or (3.17).
In particular, at t = t0, L = L0, the peak position xmax = 0.586L0 and ∆Nit is
calculated to be between ∆Nit,min = −0.414Nit(0) and ∆Nit,max = −0.586Nit(0)
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of the previously generated interface states. It is easy to observe that at small
t, ∆Nit,max is a good estimation, while at large t, ∆Nit,min is better. When time
t→∞, ∆Nit,min approaches −Nit(0) implying total recovery of NBTI degradation.
3.2.1.3 Dynamic Stress
When the pMOSFET is under dynamic stress, there is alternating generation
and recovery of interface traps. The generation and recovery processes are treated
individually in the two proceeding sections. In this section we discuss the repeated
process of generation and recovery. We focus on the long-term growth trend under
dynamic stress with 500/0 duty-cycle, i.e. the gate voltage is high (Vstress) in half of
the period, and is zero in the other half. Alam first discussed this problem through
numerical simulation[37], we provide an analytical treatment as follows.
First we discuss the case of dynamic stress of very low frequency, such that
in each stress-recovery cycle, the Nit generation and recovery processes are lim-
ited by diffusion. We consider the asymptote problem depicted in Figure 3.4. If
one assumes the dynamic stress time t is much greater than the period T of the
stress/recovery cycles, the net generation of Nit in each cycle is negligibly small,
so that the hydrogen profile in the consecutive cycles are almost periodic. The pe-
riodic boundary condition is NH(0) = 0 during recovery and NH(0) = NH0 during
stress. The value of NH0 is determined by the interface trap density Nit which is
assumed to be almost constant during these cycles.
The hydrogen concentration, at the Si/SiO2 interface, fluctuates between 0
and NH0. The fluctuation damps down, however, as one moves away from the
interface. At a distance of order λ =
√
DT , the fluctuation decays to a level
with little importance. We thus approximate the hydrogen concentration at the
stationary point x = λ with a constant NHλ. The hydrogen profile in the region
where x > λ is approximated by the usual triangular shape. It is easy to see that










Figure 3.4 Approximate hydrogen concentration profile in diffusion-limited dynamic stress of
NBTI. The dotted line represents the hydrogen concentration profile if the sample were under
static NBTI stress. Under dynamic stress, however, the hydrogen concentration near the interface




Since t  T , √Dt  λ. The remaining task is to find NHλ in relation to NH0 or
Nit, which is determined by the diffusion in the region of x < λ.
As stated above, it is only necessary to solve the diffusion equation from cycle
to cycle in the vicinity of the interface, and at distance x = λ, an approximate
boundary condition NH = NHλ exists. In order to maintain the approximate
periodicity (in time) of the hydrogen concentration profile, it is easy to see, from
the symmetry of the problem, that NHλ = 12NH0 if the stress signal has 50
0/0 duty
cycle. Therefore, assuming fast reaction, one has
kFN0 − kRNit · 2NHλ ≈ 0. (3.19)





N0 (Dt)1/4 . (3.20)
Compared with (3.7), it is seen that the power-law (with 0.25 exponent) growth is
preserved. However, the value of Nit in dynamic stress is 1/
√
2 ≈ 0.707 of that in
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the static stress case. This is in agreement with the result of numerical simulation
of the reaction-diffusion equations.
As one increases the frequency of the stress signal, the stationary point moves
closer to the interface. As long as λ =
√
DT  √Dt, or the stress/recovery pe-
riod is much less than the total stress time, (3.18) remains good approximation,
and the Nit growth is essentially independent of frequency. Numerical simula-
tion shows frequency independence[37], while experiments show either frequency
independency[15] or weak dependency[36].
We further discuss the case of very high-frequency stress where the assumption
of diffusion-limited process is no longer applicable. Note that the change of hydro-
gen concentration in one cycle decreases with increasing frequency, and becomes
negligible at very high frequency. In that case, the hydrogen concentration at the
interface is determined by the reaction process, and the hydrogen species released
in the stress half cycle is simply
[
kF (N0 −Nit)− kRNitNH(0)
] T
2 ,




Since the net generation in each stress/recovery cycle is the result of a balance be-
tween generation and recovery, and is negligible under a near-equlibrium condition
when the stress time is long. One therefore has
kF(N0 −Nit) ≈ 2kRNitNH(0). (3.21)
Combining with (3.18), one obtains an expression for Nit identical to (3.20). The
frequency independence therefore is preserved even at high frequency.
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3.2.1.4 Other Diffusion Species
Discussions prior to this all assume that the released hydrogen species diffuses in
atomic form. However, other diffusion species are possible. Chakravarthi enu-
merated a list of such possibilities with numerical simulation[38], and later Alam
provided an analytic treatment with more physical interpretations[39]. One par-
ticularly important case is that H2 is formed from the released hydrogen atom and
diffuses away from the interface. The power-law exponent in this case is 0.167,
which matches the experimental results from the slow on-the-fly measurements.
The mathematical derivation is similar to that presented in earlier sections, and is
not repeated here. Readers are referred to the work of M. A. Alam, H. Kufluoglu,
D. Varghese and S. Mahapatra for details[34, 39–40]. A few variants exists for the
H2 diffusion model. Early models assumes instantaneous reaction of atomic hy-
drogen to form H2 at the interface, while Kufluoglu also considered co-diffusion of
atomic and molecular hydrogen. The general conclusion is, however, unchanged.
3.2.1.5 Numerical Solution
Apart from the asymptotic solution in a few special situations described above,
the general coupled equations of reaction-diffusion can be solved only numerically.
As the reaction equation is non-linear, the coupled equations is solved with finite-
difference method. As we intend to simulate large number of cycles, it is critical
that conservation laws are strictly observed. Finite volume discretization is chosen
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where superscripts i and t denote space and time mesh indices, and ∆T is the time
step. Newton’s method is used to solve the system of non-linear equations.
It is easy task to adapt the above equations to the situation of H2 diffusion,
similar to the work of Kufluoglu[40]. The H2-only diffusion variant is implemented
in this work as an example.
3.2.2 Charge Trapping/De-trapping Model
It is well known that carriers can be trapped in an insulator as they transport
through it. Charge trapping in dielectrics under Fowler-Nordheim stress was ex-
tensively studied in the 1980s. Trapped charge in gate dielectric of MOSFET
would shift the threshold voltage Vth as well as the flat-band voltage Vfb. Positive
charge trapping (hole trapping) would increase the Vth of p-MOSFET. On the oth-
er hand, as trapped hole emits from the trap and escapes from the insulator, the
Vth of p-MOSFET decreases. The dynamic trapping and de-trapping of holes un-
der alternating high/low gate voltages would lead to threshold voltage instability.
This offers an alternative theory that accounts for the dynamic NBTI phenomena
in p-MOSFET.
Huard and Denais suggested that the trapping and de-trapping of holes is the
main cause of dynamic Vth instability observed in p-MOSFET[21, 30]. The author,
however, proposed that the hole trapping is the cause of fast Vth transient only,
while the slow Vth transient under NBTI stress is due to the generation and re-
covery of interface traps[31–32]. In other words, the proposed charge trapping/de-
trapping theory is intended to complement the reaction-diffusion theory in the
domain of short time scale. The necessity of this complementary theory is the
topic of section 3.4, while reasons for the reaction-diffusion model to stay in the
scene is presented in section 3.5.
We begin with two comments on the physical picture of the model, before
dwelling on the mathematical details. In the first place, as Nissan-Cohen pointed
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out, it is important to distinguish between trap-generation during stress and the
filling of existing traps. In this present study, we are concerned with the filling
of pre-existing traps in the SiON dielectrics. The exact structure of the defect
leading to hole trapping is not clear at present, and is not the focus of this study.
In the second place, it must be pointed out that in the studies performed in
1980s, the oxide thickness was typically above 10nm. Therefore, the carriers are
captured to the traps as they travel in the conduction band or valence band, which
is after they have tunneled through the triangular barrier (Fowler-Nordheim tun-
neling). In the present case of ultra-thin gate dielectrics with physical thickness
less than 3 nm, the traps in the insulator directly exchange carriers with the con-
duction or valence bands through tunneling. Therefore, the charge trapping is not
necessarily proportional to the carrier current through the dielectric, although a




Figure 3.5 A schematic illustrating the trapping and de-trapping of holes in oxide traps. Sever-
al hole traps are assume to distribute in different energy levels. The double-sided arrow indicates
the exchange of holes between the silicon substrate and the trap states, through trapping and
de-trapping processes.
As much of the physical details is uncertain, it is wise to start from a very general
form of trapping dynamics. Consider the hypothetical model depicted in Fig-
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ure 3.5, where several types of pre-existing trap states are distributed at different
energy levels in the oxide layer. Holes in the inversion layer in the silicon substrate
can tunnel to the states in oxide and get trapped. Conversely, holes trapped at the
oxide traps can escape and tunnel back the silicon substrate. We follow the work














p = density of trapped holes cm−3
Not,p = total density of hole traps in oxide cm−3
τC,p = hole capture time constant during stress
τE1,p = hole emission time constant during stress
τE2,p = hole emission time constant during recovery.
A few assumptions are used in these two equations. Firstly the population of
trapped holes is modeled by a continuos number p, unlike in the theory of telegraph
noise a discrete integer. In the study of NBTI the transistor size is typically not as
small, and the discrete nature of the traps is not as important. Secondly, traps are
assumed to be far from each other, and the capturing/emission processes from any
two traps are independent of each other. Thirdly, a few different types of traps may
co-exist, each with a different set of capturing/emission time constants. Again,
the dynamics of different types of traps are independent of each other. Lastly, the
distance from the trap to the gate electrode is assumed to be uniform. Therefore
the Vth shift due to hole trapping is calculated from the simple aggregation of
trapped holes in all types of traps.
We first consider one single type of traps, with a definite set of time con-
stants. In principle, with given initial condition, successively solving (3.25) for
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each stress/recovery cycle, and repeating the procedure for m cycles yields the
trapping/de-trapping behavior in p-MOSFET. However, as millions of such cy-
cles are involved in this study, numerical error can accumulate to an unacceptable
level with iterative calculation. Instead a close-form expression for the density of
trapped holes after m cycles is derived as follows.
The hole trapping equation (3.25) can be solved analytically, and the solution
can be written in matrix form p
Not,p
 =






















where ts is the stress time, and p0 the initial density of trapped holes before stress.














where tr is the recovery time, and p0 the density of trapped holes before recovery.
With the trapping and de-trapping matrices T and D, the trapped charge after
m stress/recovery cycles can be obtained from successively applying T and D to
the initial condition








The matrix (D · T ) can be diagonalized to



























1− (AB)m]}Not,p + (AB)m p0. (3.33)
Similarly, one can calculate the trapped charge after m + 1/2 cycles, or m full






1− (AB)m]+ λ (1− A)}Not,p + A (AB)m p0. (3.34)
One observes that as stress time increases, (AB)m in (3.33) vanishes, and the
density of trapped holes saturates. A trap only contributes to the Vth transient
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when the stress time is comparable to its trapping and de-trapping time constants.
As stated earlier, it is assumed that the hole traps in the oxide have a wide-
spreading spectrum of trapping and de-trapping time constants. The distribution
functions of the time constants are therefore the critical parameter in the charge-
trapping model.
The correlation between τE1, τE2 and τC for a particular trap can be quite
complicated in reality. For simplicity, it is assumed that for any trap with trap-
ping time constant τC, the de-trapping time constants during stress and recovery
are τE1 = aτC and τE2 = bτC, respectively, where a and b are constants for all
types of traps. With a hypothetic probability density function for τC, it is there-
fore straightforward to calculate the trapped charge for each type of traps, and
obtain the total number of trapped charge from the summation. It will be shown
in section 3.4 that this simple relationship has enable us to re-produce most of
the characteristics observed in experiments. The distribution of τC is shown in
Figure 3.6.

































Figure 3.6 Distribution function of τC, τE1 and τE2 used in this study.
To summarize, in this section, the two theories to NBTI are presented. Analytical
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treatment is provided to some important cases of the reaction-diffusion model,
for greater insights to the physical processes. Appropriate numerical simulation
algorithms are laid out briefly for the two theories, respectively, to calculate the
theoretical predictions accurately.
3.3 Review on Measurment Techniques
Before 2003, the characterization of NBTI largely followed the paradigm set by
the initial researchers in the 1960s and 70s, which consists of a series of measure–
stress–measure cycles. The waveform of gate and drain bias voltage during an
example measure–stress–measure cycle is shown in Figure 3.7. In this simple
example, the measurement phase is an Vg sweep with a constant Vd, and the
linear-region transfer characteristics is obtained. From the measured Id−Vg curve,
one can extract transistor parameters such as the linear-region threshold voltage
Vth, the sub-threshold swing SS, and indirectly calculate the interface-state den-
sity Dit. In many cases, researchers also perform other measurements to extract
Vth, Dit and other device parameters. Popular choices include charge pumping
measurement for Dit extraction[41], DCIV measurement for Dit[42], drive current
Id,sat at Vg = Vd = Vdd, transconductance gm, terminal capacitances (notably the
miller capacitance Cgd), and carrier mobility µ. When these additional measure-
ment procedures are added, the corresponding voltage waveforms on gate, drain,
and sometimes source and substrate as well, appear much more complicated, but
conceptually remain similar to that in Figure 3.7. Note that the most basic para-
meter of interest in NBTI, the threshold voltage Vth, is extracted from the Id−Vg
measurement, and only the segment where Vg ≈ Vth is critical to this purpose
(highlighted with thick red lines). In a typical wafer-level testing setup, semi-
conductor parameter analyzers such as the Agilent 4156 are used to perform the
stress and measurements. The typical measurement rate for such systems is 20 ms
per data point, which adds up to about 1 s for a complete Id−Vg sweep. The
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switching time from stress to measurement takes anything from several hundred
milliseconds to several seconds, depending on the equipment and setup. Similar-
ly, each additional measurement besides the basic Id−Vg sweep adds some delay
time and measurement time of its own. Furthermore, since NBTI stress is usually
performed at elevated temperature, it is sometimes required to cooled down the
samples to room temperature before measurement, which leads to longer delay
time in the range of several minutes to tens of minutes. Despite the long delay
time td and measurement time tm, it is traditionally believed that these delays











Figure 3.7 The waveform of the gate and drain voltage in a simplest NBTI measure–stress–
measure cycle.
Since the discovery of strong dynamic recovery in NBTI, the error due to mea-
surement delay is realized. NBTI degradation measured after the delay time is
smaller than the actually degradation. New measurement techniques were sought
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to eliminate the delay-induced error. As shown in Figure 3.8, different techniques
yield drastically different measurement results. We describe a few such measure-
ment techniques below, and analyze their respective strengths and problems in the
characterization of NBTI with dynamic recovery.



















 Vg, stress = -2.4V, RT
slope = 0.074
Figure 3.8 ∆Vth for identical pMOSFETs is measured with five different measurement tech-
niques, which yield very different NBTI results. The fast Id−Vg(100 ns measurement time)
and the fast on-the-fly measurements produce the same and reliable results. All other methods
show underestimated ∆Vth. The single pulse measurement[43] used in this work requires a 300 ns
pulse due to long settling time, which can be improved with proper (but costly) RF measurement
setup.
3.3.1 Fast Id−Vg Measurement
One obvious solution is to reduce the delay time td and measurement time tm,
so that minimum NBTI recovery occurs. As discussed in Chapter 2, the semi-
conductor parameter analyzer can achieve, at best, delay time close to a hundred
milliseconds. On the other hand, the fast measurement setup consists of pulse
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generator, transimpedance amplifier and oscilloscope is able to complete an Id−Vg
sweep within 100 ns. The gate voltage waveform of NBTI test using fast mea-
surement is shown in Figure 3.9. With a short gate voltage pulse from the pulse
generator, an initial Id−Vg sweep is performed prior to NBTI stress on a fresh
device. From this Id−Vg curve the initial Vth is extracted. The pulse generator
then toggle its polarity, so that the gate voltage rises to the stress voltage, until
at the end of the stress period, a measurement pulse in the downward direction is
triggered. A small drain bias voltage is always present throughout the experiment
to avoid synchronization between the gate voltage and drain voltage waveform.
The time period critical to the Vth extraction is highlighted with thick red lines.
Some NBTI recovery occurs as the gate voltage falls from the stress voltage, and
shall be minimized by reducing tm. The minimum measurement time tm achieved
is 100 ns. The limit of measurement speed and the sources of measurement error
have been analyzed in Chapter 2, and is not repeated here. To test the effective-
ness of short measurement time in reducing NBTI degradation, fresh transistors
are stressed for 1 second, and the threshold voltage shift is measured with varying
measurement time tm. In Figure 3.10, it is seen that with decreasing tm, the mea-
sured ∆Vth increases. No sign of saturation is observed even when tm is reduced
to 100 ns. This suggests that shortest possible measurement time is required to
adequately study NBTI with minimum recovery-induced error.
Typical measurement result using the fast measurement technique is shown in
Figure 3.8. It is seen that the fast Id − Vg method, along with the fast on-the-fly
method (to be described later), yield the highest ∆Vth, and agree with each other.
All other methods show underestimated Vth degradation, arising from different
sources of errors.
3.3.2 Slow On-the-Fly Measurement
An alternative measurement technique that aims to tackle the delay-induced error
is the on-the-fly measurement. A few variants of the on-the-fly technique have









Figure 3.9 The waveform of the gate voltage using the fast measurement technique.


















Figure 3.10 The Vth shift measured after 1s stress, with different measurement time tm.
been proposed[20–22, 24, 34]. The common feature among all variants is that the
stress voltage is always applied on the gate, and that the degradation of drain
current (at stress voltage) is measured “on the fly”. Since the stress voltage is not
removed from the gate, the on-the-fly method is claimed to be free from the fast
recovery of NBTI. It soon became popular as it can be performed on common (slow)
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semiconductor parameter analyzers, without additional equipment requirement.
To distinguish it with a variant of on-the-fly technique that uses fast measurements
which will be proposed in the next section, we sometimes also explicitly call it the
slow on-the-fly method.
Described here is one representative implementation of the slow on-the-fly mea-
surement. The gate voltage wave form is shown in Figure 3.9, and a small drain bias
is always present. An initial Id−Vg curve is measured with Vg swept to the stress
voltage. Both the drain current Id0 and the transconductance gm at Vg = Vstress
are recorded. During the following electrical stress, the drain current is continu-
ously sampled at Vg = Vstress, and the change of drain current ∆Id = Id − Id0 is
recorded. The threshold voltage shift is then calculated from






Figure 3.11 The waveform of the gate voltage using the on-the-fly measurement technique.
One implicit assumption in (3.35) is that NBTI only causes the Id−Vg curve to
translate horizontally by ∆Vth. This assumption is obviously true for an ideal
MOSFET with constant mobility, free of parasitic resistance. Some arguments
are provided below to show that it remains good approximation in real devices
with finite source/drain resistance and E-field dependent mobility. Consider a
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MOSFET with relatively small source/drain resistance rsd, the drain current of
the intrinsic MOSFET is given as a function of the gate over-drive Vg−Vth. Since
only the region with large Vg near the stress voltage is important in on-the-fly
measurement, the voltage drop on the source resistance is considerably smaller
than the gate over-drive Vg − Vth and can be ignored. The parasitic resistance
therefore only contributes to the total channel resistance. It can be shown that, in
this case, the drain current remains a function of Vg−Vth, which means that a Vth
shift only cause a horizontal translation of the Id−Vg curve. Similar arguments
can be made for the case of E-field dependent mobility[24, 44].
Another error in the on-the-fly method described above arises from using the
gm before stress in (3.35). As illustrated in Figure 3.12, (3.35) only included the
first order term in the Taylor expansion of Id, and leads to error as ∆Id (∆Vth)
increases. An estimate of the relative error in ∆Vth can be derived, using the





This error could be corrected if one measures the transconductance after stress
as well as before stress, but the measurement procedure becomes more complicat-
ed[21]. For the typical device and stress condition used in this study, the error
calculated from (3.36) is less than 100/0 at Vstress = −2.4 V, and ∆Vth = 140 mV.
As will be shown later, this is not the major source of error in on-the-fly measure-
ment.
One major source of error in on-the-fly measurement, not recognized in the
NBTI community, is the NBTI degradation during the pre-stress measurement of
Id0 and gm. If this initial measurement is slow, some Vth degradation occur under
the high gate voltage (Vg = Vstress). The measured Id0 is lower than the true
value, thus the Vth shift after the subsequent stress is underestimated. Typical
measurement result using the on-the-fly method is shown in Figure 3.13, whereas
the comparison with other measurement techniques is show in Figure 3.8. Obvi-






Figure 3.12 Calculation of ∆Vth using (3.35) leads to error εr when ∆Vth is large, due to the
Vg dependent transconductance.
ous underestimation of NBTI degradation is seen compared with the fast Id−Vg
method.
At short stress time, the stress-induced degradation is not much larger than
that in the pre-stress measurement. Therefore, the underestimation of ∆Vth is
more serious, which results in a kink before 10 sec as observed in the log-log plot
as shown in Figure 3.13(a). Similar kink is observed in other reports using on-
the-fly measurement[34], similar power-law slope of 0.156 is observed as well. One
obvious way to reduce this error is to reduce the measurement time of Id0, so that
minimum degradation occurs. With Agilent 4156, 1 ms measurement time is pos-
sible if only the Id0 at stress voltage is measured (gm is estimated separately). As
shown in Figure 3.13, when the initial measurement time is reduced from 100 ms to
1 ms, the kink becomes less obvious, and the power-law slope decreases. Further-
more, assuming ∆Vth = 40 mV in the 1 ms initial measurement at Vg = −2.4 V,
one can compensate this initial degradation by adding 40 mV to the subsequent
∆Vth values. As a result, the kink is further weakened and the slope reduced. The
reduction of Vth degradation during the initial pre-stress measurement is therefore
the key to improve the on-the-fly technique. In addition, slow measurement under-
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Figure 3.13 (a) Conventional (slow) on-the-fly suffers from degradation during the measure-
ment of the inital Id0, and estimates ∆Vth. When plotted in log-log scale, a characteristic kink is
observed in short time. The slower the initial (pre-stress) measurement is, the stronger the kink
is. If one compensates for the degradation during the initial (pre-stress) measurement by adding
an assumed amount to the value of ∆Vth, the kink weakens (triangles). (b) When the same data
is plotted in semi-log scale, straight lines are observed showing logarithmic relationship.
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estimates Vth degradation and yields an errorneous slope in the log-log plot, which
is clearly demonstrated by the very different slope values obtained with different
initial measurement time.
Therefore, a correct characterization technique for NBTI has to address both
the fast recovery after stress and the fast degradation before the stress. The
above described on-the-fly method solved the first problem, but not the second.
It is believed that fast measurement (in microseconds of faster) has to be used to
simultaneously fix both problems.
An interesting observation arises when the same data are plotted on a semi-log
scale as in Figure 3.13(b). A logarithmic relation is seen as [21] reported, despite
the different initial measurement time. It is easy to see that for processes with
logarithmic time dependence, an underestimation of the initial value as in the
on-the-fly method does not change its logarithmic behavior. This might suggest
that a semi-logarithmic plot is more appropriate to study NBTI in the presence of
fast transients, but this possibility is not critical to the present study, and is not
pursued further.
3.3.3 Fast On-the-Fly Measurement
To circumvent this problem with slow initial measurement in the on-the-fly mea-
surement, we propose that the pre-stress Id0 and Vth0 to be measured by the fast
Id−Vg technique. Very short measurement time of 1 µs or less is preferred to
minimize degradation in measuring Id0. The drain current Id is then monitored
on-the-fly during stress, using either the circuit for fast measurement (as in this
study), or the traditional parametric analyzers.
The waveform of the gate voltage in fast on-the-fly measurement is similar to
that of the slow on-the-fly measurement (see Figure 3.11), except for the much
shorter pulse width in the initial Id−Vg measurement. In this study, both the
initial Id−Vg measurement and the subsequent monitoring of Id use the fast tran-
simpedance amplifier described in Chapter 2, and the measurement pulse is 200 ns
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wide. The measured ∆Vth is plotted in Figure 3.8, which shows good agreement
with the fast Id−Vg method.
3.3.4 Single-Pulse Measurement
As discussed in Chapter 2, the main limitation to the measurement speed of the
fast Id−Vg technique is the stringent requirement on synchronization. The phase
delay of the transimpedance amplifier prevents accurate Id−Vg measurement faster
than 100 ns. On the other hand, the single-pulse measurement does not require
synchronization, and can operate with shorter pulses[43]. A scheme for NBTI char-
acterization is devised based on the single-pulse technique, and the gate voltage
waveform is shown in Figure 3.14.
A pre-stress measurement pulse is applied to the gate with pulse height Vmeas,
and the drain current Id0 is measured at Vg = Vmeas. During stress, short mea-
surement pulses are inserted in the opposite polarity (down to Vmeas) to measure
the degraded Id. Similar to the on-the-fly method, the threshold voltage shift is
calculated from ∆Id. This method is different from the fast on-the-fly method in
that the drain current is measured at a lower gate voltage Vm. As discussed in sec-
tion 3.3.2, the measurement error of on-the-fly method increases with decreasing
gm at high gate voltages. The single-pulse measurement thus offers some promise
to improve the fast on-the-fly method in accuracy and the fast Id−Vg method in
speed.
In this study, the same transimpedance amplifier approach is used in the single-
pulse measurement, though alternative setup with sense resistor is possible[43].
However, long settling time (> 100 ns) in the amplifier output is observed with
the current setup. Consequently, Id readings are taken at 200 ns for accurate
and repeatable results. This long waiting time obviously introduced error due
to recovery. As shown in Figure 3.8 on page 53, the single-pulse method also
underestimates the ∆Vth. It should be pointed out that, 30/0 or better settling is
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needed for accurate extraction of ∆Id. The setup used in this study is not designed
for RF performance, and the long settling time should be improved with proper
RF setup.
There is an alternative single pulse measurement method[45–46], using an oper-
ational amplifier to find the threshold voltage defined by a constant drain current.
The measurement time of 1 µs has been achieved. However, during its switching
from stress mode to measurement mode, the operational amplifier is in open-loop,
and likely saturated. Among other consequences, measurement time is limited by








Figure 3.14 The waveform of the gate voltage using the single-pulse measurement technique.
3.3.5 Discussion and Summary
In short, the apparent inconsistencies in the NBTI literature is a result of imperfect
measurement setups. The proposed power-law exponent of 0.16 is specific to a
particular measurement setup instead of universal. The fast on-the-fly method
and the fast Id−Vg method are less affected by the Vth transient artifact, and are
the better choices for NBTI characterization.
It may be important to point out at this moment, that the traditional slow
measurement is still valuable, in the author’s opinion. The recovery of NBTI after
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the removal of stress voltage, which leads to measurement error, is initially very
fast, but becomes much slower after 1 second or so. This prompts one to differ-
entiate the fast-recovering part of NBTI from the slow-recovering part. As will
be shown in later sections, there is significant distinction between the two, and
separate discussion is needed. We shall call the former component the fast tran-
sients in NBTI or the fast component of NBTI, and the latter the slow component
of NBTI. The slow measurement, with measurement delay close to 1 s, is used
to measure the slow component. The fast component, strictly speaking, should
be the difference (in ∆Vth) between the fast and slow measurements, but the fast
measurement is used as a close approximate.
3.4 Hole Trapping and the Fast Transient Com-
ponent in NBTI
When the dynamic recovery of NBTI was discovered, the reaction-diffusion mod-
el, as the most accepted theory for NBTI, was naturally chosen to interpret the
new findings[37], and achieved much success. However, as researchers realized the
importance of measurement error due to the fast recovery of NBTI during measure-
ment delay, and attempted to reduce or eliminate this error, the new experimental
results posed some challenges to the reaction-diffusion theory.
In the first place, all new measurement results show that the power-law ex-
ponent, after reducing the effect of measurement delay, is much smaller than the
traditional value of 0.25. The slow on-the-fly measurement shows a power-law
slope of 0.15 − 0.16, while the fast Id−Vg measurement gives a smaller slope
of 0.07 − 0.10 if plotted in log-log scale. As discussed in section 3.2, a slope of
0.167 is expected in the reaction-diffusion model, if one assumes that molecular
hydrogen (H2) instead of atomic hydrogen is the diffusion species. This agreement
with the results of on-the-fly measurement forms the basis of the reaction-diffusion
theory[34, 39].
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We demonstrated in section section 3.3 that the slow on-the-fly measurement
over-estimated the power-law slope, and a more accurate slope in the range of
0.07 − 0.10 was obtained from the fast Id−Vg measurement. A new puzzle thus
arises to the reaction-diffusion model. Within the framework of the model, it
is still possible to assume more complex diffusion species consisting of three or
more hydrogen atoms, which would further reduce the power-law exponent from
0.16. This, however, is by no means an attractive theory unless there is strong
motivation in favor of this assumption.
In the second place, fast recovery of NBTI is observed immediately after stress
is removed. This is not expected in a diffusion controlled process. The author
believes that this is a more fundamental challenge to the reaction-diffusion in-
terpretation, which leads to the belief that a different mechanism is responsible
to part of the dynamic NBTI. In the following we present a few arguments to
demonstrate this inadequacy of the reaction-diffusion model, and the necessity of
a new model to account for the fast component in dynamic NBTI. We further
show that the hole-trapping model is a good candidate to the desired new mod-
el. The observation of fast recovery of NBTI forms the motivation and basis of
discussion to follow, while a few related observations support or complement the
main argument.
3.4.1 Fast Recovery and Dependence on Stress Time
Figure 3.15 shows the recovery of Vth after NBTI stress is removed, as measured
using the fast Id−Vg technique. One first notices that, even after long time stress
(1000 s), the Vth shift still shows dramatically fast recovery (more than 600/0)
within the first second after the stress is removed. This fast recovery is however
not expected in the reaction-diffusion model. As illustrated in Figure 3.16, an
approximate triangular hydrogen concentration profile is gradually set-up during
the 1000-second stress, and the total amount of the released hydrogen species (area
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under the curve) must equal to the total amount of interface traps, which is in
turn proportional to the Vth shift. After the stress is removed, if the ∆Vth were
to recover by 600/0 within the first 1 second, 600/0 of the hydrogen species must
have diffused back to the interface in this short time to react with the interface
traps. In other words, one must assume a much faster backward diffusion than the
forward diffusion, which is against one’s understanding about a diffusion process.
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Sf : End of Stress
Figure 3.15 Using fast Id−Vg technique, the dynamics of ∆Vth under stress/recovery cycles
is studied (f = 1/2000Hz is shown). Sf denotes the ∆Vth at the end of the stress half-cycle, and
P denotes that at the end of recovery half-cycle.
In fact, in the reaction-diffusion model, as hydrogen species diffuse out to a
greater distance from the interface during a longer stress time, it accordingly takes
longer time to diffuse back after stress is removed. Therefore, the recovery after
a 1000-second stress is expected to be appreciably slower than the recovery after
a 1-second stress. However, the observed fast recovery does not show dependence
on the stress time, as shown in Figure 3.17, for the case of both Vth recovery and
Id,lin recovery.
To verify the above arguments, the reaction-diffusion equations are solved nu-
merically for both cases of H0 and H2 diffusion[37–38], as described in section 3.2.

























Figure 3.16 Hypothetical hydrogen profile necessary to explain the fast Vth recoverying after
long time (1000s) stress within the reaction-diffusion framework. For 600/0 of the ∆Vth to recover
within 1 sec, 600/0 of the hydrogen species would have to diffuse back to the interface in this short
time, traveling a distance that took ∼ 1000 s in out-diffusion.
It is found that after being stressed for long enough time, where hydrogen diffusion
is the limiting process, the time for recovery is closely related to the stress time
tstress. As shown in Figure 3.18, recovery mainly occurs between 0.1 × tstress to
10×tstress, and it takes a time approximately equal to tstress for 500/0 recovery. This
agrees with our analytical results in section 3.2, and the above arguments. Howev-
er, this obviously contradicts with the fast Vth recovery observed experimentally.
On the other hand, simulation with the hole-trapping model equations is qual-
itatively consistent with the observed fast recovery for all stress times, as shown
in Figure 3.19. When holes get trapped in a certain kind of oxide trap states
during stress, their de-trapping time-constant during recovery is determined by
the trap states, but does not depend on how long holes have been trapped in
the hole traps. This marks a fundamental difference between the dynamics of
trapping/de-trapping process and the reaction-diffusion process, which suggests
that the experimental data favors the charge trapping model on a fundamental
instead of coincidental basis.
3.4.2 Effect of Measurement Delay
The reaction-diffusion model simulation predicts that the relative error caused by
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Figure 3.17 After stress is removed, the majority of ∆Vth recovers in a very short time. (a)
Even after 1000 s stress, > 600/0 of the ∆Vth recovers within 1 s after the stress is removed. (b)
Similar fast recovery in drain current is seen after stress is removed, despite of the long stress
time.
measurement delay diminishes after long time stress, as shown in Figure 3.20.
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Recovery dynamics after stress
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Figure 3.18 According to the reaction-diffusion model ( (a)H0 diffusion and (b) H2 diffusion),
after stressed for a time tstress long enough so that diffusion dominates, recovery occurs mainly
between 0.1tstress and 10tstress after stress is removed.
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Figure 3.19 Simulated recovery process according to the hole trapping/de-trapping model.
Fast Vth recovery is expected even for long time stress, which qualitatively agrees with Figure 3.17.
When the stress time exceeds 10 times the measurement delay, the relative error
due to delay becomes negligible. This is in contrast with the experimental data
shown in Figure 3.21, where a short delay causes large error even after long-time
stress. The large delay-induced error is closely related to the fast recovery property
described earlier, and it is easy to see that the reaction-diffusion model would not
explain it.
The simulation with the hole trapping model, on the other hand, agrees with
the experiments qualitatively, as shown in Figure 3.22. The absolute value of
delay-induced error is largely invariant of the stress time, because the amount
of recovery during the delay is mainly determined by the amount of traps with
de-trapping time constants less than the delay time.
3.4.3 Frequency Dependence Under Dynamic Stress
The reaction-diffusion equations are solved repeatedly to simulate the Vth degra-
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Figure 3.20 (a) From the R-D model, ∆Vth with measurement delay is simulated. (b) The
error due to delay diminishes when stress time is much greater than the delay time.
dation under dynamic stress, as described in section 3.2. The amplitude of Vth
transient between the end of stress half-cycle (Sf point in Figure 3.15) and the
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Figure 3.21 As measurement time tm increases, Vth shift is underestimated, and the power-
law exponent increased. A short delay leads to large underestimation of Vth even after 1000 s of
stress.






































with recovery during measurement delay
Figure 3.22 From the trapping/de-trapping model, the trapped charge (and thus ∆Vth) is
simulated with delay. A short delay causes large error, which persists even after long-time stress.
end of recovery half-cycle (P point) would diminish when dynamic stress time ex-
ceeds 100× of the period of one stress/recovery cycle (Figure 3.23). Again, this is
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a direct result of the diffusion-limited character of this process. After long time
stress, Vth shift under dynamic stress shows very little oscillation, and converges
to a trend-line that is 1) parallel to that under static stress, and 2) frequency
independent, agreeing with our prior analytical solution.
However, as shown in Figure 3.24, one experimentally observes significant tran-
sient amplitude after a 1000 s, 100 kHz dynamic stress, which is drastically differ-
ent from the predictions from the R-D model. On the other hand, the hole-trapping
model shows agreement with frequency-dependence experiments as detailed in the
previous work[31, 47], and shown in Figure 3.25.




















Figure 3.23 From R-D model, ∆Vth under dynamic stress is simulated. The Sf point and
P points (see Figure 3.15) should merge to a frequency-independent trend-line after long time
stress.
3.4.4 Discussions and Summary
We presented experimental results and physical considerations to show that the
reaction-diffusion model is not adequate to account for the observed fast transients
in NBTI, or more specifically, the fast recovery of NBTI. This difficulty necessarily
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Figure 3.24 Experimental ∆Vth data under dynamic stress. The difference between Sf and P
points is large and not closing after long time stress.































Figure 3.25 The trapping/de-trapping model predicts that, under dynamic stress, ∆Vth at
both Sf and P points are frequency dependent, and the difference between the two is large.
prompted us to look for an alternative theory. The hole trapping/de-trapping
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model, incidentally, explains the observation fairly well. One certainly has noticed
that, the above argument is largely based on the dynamics of the experimental
observation. No attempt was made to reveal the exact physical/chemical structure
involved. The attribution to hole trapping, therefore, should be taken as suggestive
rather than conclusive. We discuss, in the following, two possibilities other than
the hole trapping inside SiON insulator.
First of all, there might be interface traps not related to the diffusion of hy-
drogen. These hypothetical interface traps are probably pre-existing before stress.
As the fast component of NBTI has very strong voltage dependence[47], these
traps necessarily lie beyond the valence band of silicon, so that a higher stress
voltage makes available more states for trapping. With these clauses, this kind of
hypothetical interface traps is not essentially different from the traps inside the
insulator bulk.
Secondly, H. Reisinger and co-authors proposed dielectric relaxation, whereby
electrons hops within the insulator in response to applied electric field, as the
cause of instabilities in high-κ dielectrics[48]. Similar dielectric relaxation might
be present in SiON as well. Dielectric relaxation depends on the magnitude of the
E-field, while the direction is irrelevant. However, positive bias on the gate does not
lead to fast Vth instability on both n-MOSFET and p-MOSFET in experiments,
which renders the dielectric relaxation theory improbable.
Therefore, the author is convinced that the hole-trapping theory is the most
attractive in explaining the experimental observations of fast transients in NBTI,
at present.
3.5 Interface States and Slow Component in
NBTI
Having shown the existence of hole-trapping in the NBTI of SiON dielectrics, it is
then required to consider the importance, if any, of the interface traps in NBTI.
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3.5.1 Existence of Interface Trap Recovery
Although it is generally agreed that there is significant interface trap generation
during NBTI stress, whether there is recovery of interface traps is being debat-
ed. Some researchers, through charge pumping or sub-threshold swing measure-
ment, claimed that interface trap density does not decrease in NBTI recovery, and
that the Vth recovery is purely due to the de-trapping of holes[30, 49]. T. Yang,
et al., showed that significant Dit recovery can be observed with the DC-IV mea-
surement[50]. It was pointed out that the charge pumping measurement, which
involves large gate voltages to bias the MOSFET to both strong inversion and
accumulation, suffers from strong recovery of interface traps. This recovery causes
underestimation of Dit during stress, which makes the Dit recovery during the
recovery phase less obvious. On the contrary, the DC-IV measurement works in
the weak inversion and depletion region, and takes less measurement time, thus
leading to more accurate Dit measurement with less recovery effect.
L. Jin further pointed out that the sub-threshold swing measurement after
stress is susceptible to hole de-trapping, and the direction of voltage sweep is
critical[51]. A forward (low-to-high) sweep would underestimate interface trap
density, which possibly led to the remark of no Dit recovery from D.S. Ang[49].
A reverse sweep would overestimate interface trap density, but does not affect the
conclusion on the presence of Dit recovery.
Additionally, electron paramagnetic resonance/spin-dependent recombination
(EPR/SDR) measurements showed that in SiON gate oxide, there is also gener-
ation and recovery of recombination centers, though not the usual Pb0 or Pb1
centers[52].
It is well-known that the Shockley-Reed-Hall recombination process, which
is the basis of DC-IV and SDR measurement, requires defects located deep in
semiconductor band-gap. Hole traps, which is assumed to be near or beyond the
valence band edge, does not contribute to DC-IV or SDR measurement, if the
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measurement is performed slowly in steady-state. With the above understanding,
the author is convinced that recovery of interface traps does exist in NBTI.
3.5.2 Attribution of the Slow Component of NBTI
Unlike the hole-traps discussed in section 3.4, which are assumed to be pre-existing
prior to stress, the interface traps are generated during stress.
The dynamics of interface trap generation and recovery is, to date, not well
understood. No interface trap measurement technique can work at stress gate
voltage. Moreover, the popular measurement techniques are all slow in nature. The
charge pumping method requires multiple Vg pulses to the accumulation region;
the DC-IV method requires steady-state condition. At the present time, all Dit
measurements suffer from substantial delay induced errors.
In practice, the Dit measurement is often compared with the slow Id−Vg mea-
surement, which typically has similar measurement time. T. Yang established that,
the increase in interface trap density ∆Dit and the threshold voltage shift ∆Vth
show good linear correlation, if one only consider data collected after the initial
fast recovery of both[50]. This correlation suggests that the generation/recovery of
interface traps are responsible for the slow component in NBTI. Of course, the slow
Id−Vg measurement is inevitably contaminated by some trapping and de-trapping
with time constants comparable to the measurement time, i.e. an overlapping of
fast and slow components in terms of time constants. Some other distinctions
between the fast and slow components of NBTI are in their different dependence
on stress voltage and temperature[31], which further supports the attribution of
the two components to different physical processes.
Whether the generation and recovery of interface trap is limited by diffusion
is another open question. Although the recovery of Dit appears to be slower than
that of Vth, the recovery measured by DC-IV method still seems a bit too fast
to fit into the diffusion-reaction model[15, 37, 50]. Moreover, as all current Dit
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measurements are slow, we may have missed some fast transient in Dit, which
would be more challenging to a diffusion-limited theory. Despite these potential
problems, there is at present no alternative theory proposed, and the reaction-
diffusion model remains the best candidate.
In this short section, it is argued that the generation and recovery of inter-
face traps contributes to the degradation and recovery in NBTI, respectively, and
manifests as the slower components in NBTI.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the current understandings on NBTI in SiON gate dielectric is
presented. Much emphasis was put on firstly the search of an appropriate mea-
surement technique to characterize the fast transient component in NBTI, and
secondly an appropriate theory to explain the fast transients. It is found that
fast Id−Vg measurement is indispensable in the study of NBTI at present time
to minimize the delay-induced measurement error. The fast recovery property of
this transient component, along with some other experimental observations, con-
tradicts the reaction-diffusion model in a fundamental manner, and an alternative
theory is needed. It is proposed that the hole-trapping model is a good candidate
that explains a large set of observations. Nevertheless, the generation and recovery
of interface traps, is still an important component in NBTI.
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Charge Trapping in High-κ
Gate Dielectrics
4.1 Introduction
Threshold voltage instability due to charge trapping is one of the most challenging
problems for incorporating high-κ gate dielectrics in CMOSFET technology[1–7].
Early studies[1–3] on threshold voltage instability in HfO2 and other high-κ gate
dielectric used the traditional measure-stress-measure scheme to characterize the
evolution of threshold voltage shift, with dc parametric analyzers such as HP4156.
These studies suggested that the Vth shift is due to electron and hole trapping
in the high-κ film, and the Vth degradation is moderate, although much larger
than that in SiO2. However, A. Kerber et al. revealed that there is significant
Vth shift within the time frame of tens of microseconds[4], using a fast Id−Vg
measurement technique. When the stress is removed, the Vth degradation quickly
recovers. This fast degradation/recovery in threshold voltage shift has a magnitude
of a few hundred milli-volts, which is much larger than previously observed with
slow measurement. This large instability was soon recognized as the major show-
stopper of HfO2 as a viable gate dielectric material, and extensive research was
directed into the charge trapping in HfO2 and other high-κ gate dielectric films.
Most authors agree that in HfO2, electron/hole trapping and de-trapping in
pre-existing traps are responsible for the threshold voltage shift observed in both
fast and slow measurements [1–8]. There was proposals that dielectric relaxation
could be an important cause of the fast instability[9–10], but later reports[11]
pointed out a series of disagreements of this model with experimental data. Some
other groups reported the contribution from the generation of interface states to
the slow Vth instability[12–13]. However, these samples feature either thick SiO2
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buffer layer or high silicon composition in the dielectric, which make the film more
SiO2 like. For films with higher Hf composition, and hence higher permittivity,
the contribution of interface trap generation is found less important than charge
trapping.
The author suggested that distinctive fast and slow charge traps exist in HfO2
gate dielectric, based on the observation that charge trapping measurement us-
ing fast and slow methods yields opposite dependence on the frequency of stress
voltage signal[6]. One may infer that the fast and slow charge trapping compo-
nents may be associated with different defects or trapping mechanisms, and can be
studied separately. The fast charge trapping causes threshold voltage to shift over
100 mV, and leads unacceptably large drive current degradation, which renders
the fast charge trapping the main show-stopper for HfO2 as gate dielectric mate-
rial. The slow charge trapping component is a reliability problem, while the fast
charge trapping is both a time-zero and a reliability problem. Some authors[14] al-
ternatively term the fast charge trapping component hysteresis effect, and the the
slow component BTI (bias temperature instability) effect. This alternative catego-
rization, although not precise physically, shared the recognition on the differences
between time-zero and long-term instabilities.
Vast effort have been dedicated to reducing the charge trapping in HfO2, and
several approaches have been demonstrated to reduce the slow charge trapping
component[2, 15–21], or to reduce the fast charge trapping[8, 22]. However, as
significant fast hole trapping was also recently discovered in the SiON dielec-
tric[23–25], we may not be able to totally eliminate the fast charge trapping in
high-κ film. We likely have to accept a certain amount of fast Vth instability in
MOSFETs with high-κ dielectric. As a result, accurate modeling of the fast charge
trapping component is mandatory to assess its impact on circuit performance, and
to determine the maximum allowable fast charge trapping as the target of process
improvement effort.
In this chapter, we systematically characterized the slow and fast charge trap-
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ping component in HfO2 gate dielectrics in the next two sections, respectively. In
each of the two cases, a model of the respective charge trapping dynamics was
proposed. It is found that the charge trapping dynamics in the slow and fast
components must be explained by models with different structures. In particular,
the peculiar frequency dependence of the slow components is not expected in the
classical charge trapping model, and a new two-step model is necessary. Possible
physical defect structures behind the dynamic model is proposed. The fast compo-
nent, on the other hand, is modeled with the same classical charge trapping model
described in section 3.2. Due to the dominance of the fast component, its impact
on digital circuits is analyzed in the last section, with proposals of possible circuit
design techniques to reduce the detrimental effect of the fast Vth transients.
4.2 Slow Component of Charge Trapping in
HfO2
HfO2 gate dielectric is known to suffers from problems related to charge trapping,
resulting in degradation of n-MOSFETs under uniform static stress[1–3]. In this
section, we shall focus on the frequency dependent dynamic charge trapping ef-
fect for n- and p-MOSFETs with MOCVD deposited HfO2 gate dielectrics[5]. A
Similar frequency dependent positive charge trapping degradation has been re-
ported for n-MOSFETs with PVD grown HfO2 gate dielectric[26]. Additionally,
we report a physical model to explained the frequency dependent dynamic charge
trapping effect, based on the negative-U property of the charging traps in the HfO2
dielectric.
4.2.1 Dynamic Charge Trapping in HfO2 and its Frequen-
cy Dependence
Both n-MOSFETs and p-MOSFETs with HfO2 gate dielectric and HfN (capped
with TaN) metal gate stack were fabricated[27]. The HfO2 dielectric has an equiva-
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lent silicon oxide thickness (EOT) of ∼ 1.3 nm, determined by high frequency C−V
curve fitting using a numerical simulator that accounts for quantum effect in the Si
inversion layer. The charge trapping effect in HfO2 was investigated by measuring
the threshold voltage Vth shift under stress for both n- and p-MOSFETs at room
temperature using a computer-controlled HP4156A semiconductor parameter ana-
lyzer. The delay between the removal of stress and the start of Id−Vg measurement
is about 1 s, so the fast component of charge trapping has almost completely re-
covered, while the slow component largely remains. The sub-threshold swing (SS)
was also monitored during the stress. For both n- and p-MOSFETs, there is no
observable change in SS during stress, indicating that interface state generation
plays no significant role, and that charge trapping in the dielectric is the primary
mechanism responsible for the Vth shift in the MOSFET high-κ gate dielectric[1,
3]. For n- and p-MOSFETs under dynamic stress, the rate of Vth shift is strongly
dependent on the frequency, as shown in Figure 4.1. The Vth shift under dynamic
stress is reduced as compared to that under static stress, and the reduction be-
comes larger as the stress frequency is increased (up to 1 MHz as demonstrated in
this work).
We shall discuss the model for the case of n-MOSFET. This model can be
extended to p-MOSFETs in a complementary way. For static stress, it is assumed
that pre-existing electron traps in the dielectric are responsible for the Vth shift
in n-MOSFETs[1–3]. Under static positive stress voltage, electrons are captured
by the traps distributed in the HfO2 dielectric, leading to a positive shift of Vth.
When dynamic stress is applied, there is a stress phase with positive gate voltage
and a recovery phase with zero gate voltage[28]. In the recovery phase, the trapped
electrons can be emitted from the dielectric, leading to a recovery of the Vth shift.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the Vth shift and recovery behavior in stress and recovery
cycles.
It is observed from Figure 4.1 that under stress, ∆Vth has a power law depen-
dence on stress time, giving rise to a straight line in log(Vth) − log(t) plot. This
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Figure 4.1 Time evolution of threshold voltage Vth under static and dynamic stresses of dif-
ferent frequencies, for (a) n-MOSFETs, and (b) p-MOSFETs. The Vth evolution has a power
law dependence on stress time. (c) Frequency dependence of Vth degradation in n-MOSFETs
after dynamic stress of 1000 s, and (d) for p-MOSFETs.
power-law dependence can be obtained by assuming that electron traps have a
distribution N(τC2) in the domain of trapping time constant[1]. The mathemat-
ical formulation in this work, detailed in the next section, allows a more general
distribution function for time constants, but is essentially equivalent to that of S.
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Figure 4.2 Vth shift in alternating stress and recovery cycles of period T = 2000s. Symbols
are experimental data, lines are from model simulation.
Zafar. Good agreement between the model and the static and dynamic charge
trapping and de-trapping experiments, as shown in Figure 4.2, can be obtained.
4.2.2 Physical Model of the Frequency Dependent Charge
Trapping
Next, we extend the above model to account for the frequency dependence of the
dynamic charge trapping effect. The number of electrons ∆n being trapped during
time ∆t in one stress cycle in the dynamic stressing experiment is considered in
Figure 4.3. The frequency f is related to ∆t by f = 1/∆t. When t increases
from T (where T = 1/f , and f is the stress frequency) to 2T , the number of
trapped electrons increases from ∆nT to ∆n2T . If the relationship between ∆n
and ∆t is linear ( curve L ), then ∆n2T = 2∆nT . Therefore, the number of trapped
electrons during the same stressing time would be the same for two frequencies and
the accumulative Vth shift would be frequency independent. In order to explain
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the frequency dependence observed in dynamic charge trapping, ∆n2T must be
larger than 2∆nT . To explain the experimentally observed reduction in trapping
at higher frequencies, the ∆n−∆t curve must have a concave-up shape. However,
the concave-up characteristics cannot be obtained by simple first order capture
equation, which always concaves down, or approximate a linear curve for small ∆t
[1–2].

























Figure 4.3 Three possible cases for the relationship between the number of trapped electrons
∆n versus stress time ∆t in one cycle of the dynamic stress.
In order to explain the observed frequency dependence, a higher-order dynamics is
required. In this work, we consider a second-order, two-step trapping/de-trapping
model, where two electrons (or holes) can be trapped at the same defect suc-
cessively. Such two-step trapping is characteristic of negative-U traps present in
semiconductors[29–31]. Each trap can capture two electrons in two steps, as shown
in described in Figure 4.4.
When the first electron is trapped at the defect, the electrostatic potential
due to this electron would normally repulse subsequent electrons that come by.
However, in some materials, the first captured electron interacts with neighboring
atoms, and the lattice relaxes by small displacements to minimize the total energy







Figure 4.4 Two-step procedure of capturing two electrons by a negative-U trap. E1 is the
trap energy capturing one electron and n1 is the number of those traps. E2 is the trap energy
capturing 2 electrons and n2 is the number of those traps. When an additional electron is
trapped, energy of the trap is lowered from E1 to E2 due to lattice distortion. This energy
lowering favors two electrons to occupy on the trap.
of the electron and lattice. The new defect structure now energetically favors the
capture of a second electron. The negative total energy, or negative-U, due to
the electron-lattice interaction and lattice relaxation, gives rise to the name of
negative-U traps. Negative-U traps are mostly found in ionic materials (known
as DX centers) with strong electron-lattice interaction[32]. Recently, ab initio
calculations have shown that in SiO2, the hydrogen and oxygen vacancy related
traps are negative-U centers[33–34]. Very recently , ab initio calculations also
showed the negative-U property of oxygen vacancy defects and hydrogen bridge
defects in HfO2 [6, 35–37]. This result is quite reasonable since HfO2 is a more
ionic material compared with SiO2, and the strong ionic polarization contributes
to more interaction between electron and the lattice.






(N − n1 − n2)− dn2dt (4.1)







where N is the total density of traps, n1 is the density of traps occupied by one
electron, n2 is the density of traps occupied by two electrons, τC1 is the capture
time constant for the first electron, and τC2 is the capture time constant for the sec-
ond electron. During the recovery phase, when stress is removed, the de-trapping











where τE1 and τE2 are the emission time constants for the first and second electron,
respectively. Since the trap energy E2 for a trap with two electrons is lower than
the trap energy E1 for a trap with one electron (negative-U[29, 31]), the capture
and emission time constants of the E1 state are much faster than those of the E2
state. Solving equations (4.1)–(4.4) yields the static and dynamic time evolutions
under different frequencies.
The distribution functions of the time constants are listed in Table 4.1, which
are obtained from data fitting. First a double-peak distribution is adopted for
τC2, to fit the data from static stress. It is then assumed that the time constant
τE2 and τC1 for a certain trap is directly proportional to the corresponding τC2,
so the distribution functions assume the same shape. The ratio between these
three time constants is obtained by fitting the data from dynamic stress. The
emission of the first electron is assumed to be faster than all other processes, and
τE1 is set to 0.1 µs. The accurate calculation of the solution with large number
of stress/recovery cycles is achieved by the construction of stress and recovery
operator and the diagonalization technique described in section 3.2.
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Symbol Description Value
N (τC2) Distribution function of capture time
constant τC2 of the second electron. It
is given by a sum of two log-normal dis-
tributions.
peaks are 40 µs and
0.1 s, width(σ) are 3.1
and 3.5, respectively.
τE2 Emission time constant of the second
electron
100 · τC2
τC1 Capture time constant of the first elec-
tron
10−5 · τC2
τE1 Emission time constant of the first elec-
tron
0.1 µs
Table 4.1 Time constants used in the model.
Since the de-trapping of the first electron is very fast, almost all traps with only one
electron emit that electron when the stress is removed during the recovery phase,
and only those traps with two captured electrons retain the electrons. Therefore,
only n2 is responsible for the cumulative Vth shift. On the other hand, at each
initial time of the stress phase (∆t = 0 in Figure 4.3), n1 is almost zero and
then increases versus time. Using this initial condition, the solution of n2 from
(4.2) gives a concave-up curve, and therefore, the cumulative increase of n2 is
reduced when the frequency increases. Results of calculations using (4.1)–(4.4)
are in excellent agreement with all experiment data, as shown in Figure 4.5. For
the case of static stress, since τC1 and τE1 are much smaller than τC2 and τE2,
respectively, the solution of (4.1)–(4.4) converges to that of the conventional first
order trapping equation at long times. Therefore, our model is consistent with
both static and dynamic charge trapping experiments in HfO2 dielectric.
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Figure 4.5 Calculated time evolutions of Vth using equations (4.1) at various frequencies are
plotted using lines, showing good agreement with the experimental data (symbols).
For p-MOSFETs, we can use similar model that is complementary to that for n-
MOSFETs. The traps contributing to Vth shift in p-MOSFETs are also negative-U
traps, but capture two holes instead of two electrons. Negative-U traps for holes
have been discussed in negative-U center literature for ionic II-VI semiconduc-
tors[30].
In conclusion, the slow component of the dynamic charge trapping and Vth
shift in MOSFETs with MOCVD HfO2 gate dielectrics under dynamic stress is
reported. A strong frequency dependence of dynamic charge trapping is observed
in the experiment. For an ac stress of given gate voltage amplitude, reduction of
Vth shift for both n- and p-MOSFETs are observed with increasing stress frequency.
A two-step trapping model based on negative-U trap centers in HfO2 dielectric is
proposed to explain the above-mentioned phenomena, giving excellent agreement
with all experimental data.
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4.3 Fast Component in Charge Trapping in
HfO2
In this section, we move the focus to the fast component of the dynamic charge
trapping, which is only capture by the fast measurement technique.
4.3.1 Sample Preparation and Measurement technique
Both n- and p-MOSFETs with 4.0 nm MOCVD HfO2 gate dielectric and HfN/TaN
metal gate stack were fabricated, with the process flow detailed in ref.[27]. The
equivalent electrical thickness (EOT) of the HfO2 gate dielectric is 1.3 nm after
S/D anneal at 950◦C.
As mentioned earlier, a fast characterization technique is required to study the
fast charge trapping in HfO2. The single-pulse measurement originally proposed
by Kerber et al.[4] was not sufficiently quantitative, and has difficulty in short
measurement time down to 1 µs. Young et al. used RF measurement technique and
a multi-pulse approach[38] to measure the intrinsic properties of high-κ MOSFET
with ultra-short pulses (35 ns each). However the multi-pulse scheme needs a
series of pulses to obtain the Id−Vg characteristics, which takes long time and
is not suitable in studying the charge trapping characteristics. In this work, we
use an improved single-pulse scheme with the best measurement speed reduced
to 1 µs, noise suppressed, and sources of error analyzed. Measurement time in
this work is 10 µs, which has been shown to be fast enough for evaluating the
fast de-trapping states in these samples[6]. Both static and dynamic stress are
possible with this setup. In the case of static stress, dc stress voltage is applied
to the gate of the MOSFET, with pulses down to 0 volt intermittently inserted,
as shown in Figure 4.6a. Id−Vg curve is measured as the gate voltage is dropping
from stress voltage to zero, and the threshold voltage is extracted. In the case of
dynamic stress, square-wave stress voltage is applied on the gate of the MOSFET,
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and Id−Vg characteristics can be measured at both the rising-edge or the falling-
edge of the waveform. In the case of nMOSFET, the threshold voltage extracted
from the Id−Vg curve obtained at the falling-edge represents the Vth degradation
right after the stress phase (Sf point), while the Vth measured at the rising-edge
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Figure 4.6 Waveform of stress voltage used in a) static stress, and b) dynamic stress.
Figure 4.7 shows time evolution of Vth degradation in n- and p-MOSFETs under
1000 s of static stress followed by 1000 s of recovery, using the Vg waveform shown
in Figure 4.6(b). In a way, this can be viewed as the first stress/recovery period
of a dynamic stress with frequency = 1/2000 Hz. As a comparison, slow measure-
ment with HP4156A parametric analyzer is also used in this work to study the
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slow component of charge trapping in HfO2. A large difference in ∆Vth measured
by fast technique (∆Vth,fast) and slow technique (∆Vth,slow) is observed. This dif-
ference (∆Vth,fast−∆Vth,slow) is plotted with triangles in the figure, and reflects the
contribution of fast charge trap component to the total Vth degradation. However,
the time constants of de-trapping for fast and slow traps do not have a clear-cut
boundary. Therefore, the value of ∆Vth,slow from slow measurement on one hand is
the slow charge trapping component with some amount of recovery (de-trapping),
and on the other hand may contain some fast charge trapping component. As the
fast component is observed to be much larger than the slow component, we decide
to use the threshold voltage shift measured by fast measurement (∆Vth,fast) to
estimate the fast component in this work, unless otherwise stated. Comments on
the effect of subtracting the contribution of the slow component is provided when
it is necessary. The fast charge trapping component is huge after only 1 second of
stress, but the growth of ∆Vth after that is slow. When stress voltage is removed,
the fast component of threshold voltage shift quickly recovers to almost zero.
Alternatively, Chan et al. proposed to monitor the recovery of the linear-region
drain current after stress voltage is removed[39–40]. After high voltage stress is
removed, a voltage slightly higher than the threshold voltage is applied on the gate,
and the drain current is plotted against time. The recovery characteristics of an
nMOSFET is plotted in Figure 4.8. The linear-region drain current is proportional
to the gate overdrive (Vg − Vth), and the threshold voltage shift is approximated
from the relation ∆Id = gm ·∆Vth. In the initial period of the recovery, the slope
of the recovery characteristics is similar. As the recovery progresses, the slope
reduces and recovery saturates, with a break point that depends on the time of
stress.
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Figure 4.7 Threshold Voltage shift under stress/recovery cycles with frequency = 1/2000Hz.
Results of fast (∆Vth,fast, squares) and slow (∆Vth,slow, dots) measurements are compared. The
difference between fast and slow measurement is plotted with triangles, representing the fast
trap contribution to the total Vth degradation. Solid line shows simulation data as described in
section 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.8 Recovery of linear region drain current Id with respect to the pre-stress Id0, after
stress voltage is removed from the gate of the nMOSFET. Recovery after different stress time is
shown. The drain current during recovery is measured by the fast measurement, at Vg = 1.0 V,
and Vd = 0.1 V.
4.3.2 Characterization of fast charge traps
4.3.2.1 Voltage dependence
To investigate the voltage dependence of the fast charge trapping component,
transistors are stressed at different voltage levels for 1 second (static stress), and
the change in Vth compared to the fresh device is plotted against the stress voltage,
or alternatively against the gate over-drive voltage at the end of the stress, as
shown in Figure 4.10. As the fast charge trapping component builds up in very
short time, the ∆Vth after 1 second provides a good estimate on the steady-state
∆Vth.
It is proposed that the observed exponential dependence of ∆Vth,1s on the gate
overdrive is characteristic of the fast charge trapping component. In the case of
nMOSFET, assume that the fast electron traps in HfO2 are near or above the
conduction band of Si, and are distributed in space scale[41] or in energy scale, as
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illustrated in Figure 4.9. These pre-existing trap sites can be occupied by electrons
only if the trap level is below or near the energy of electron injection. Qualitatively,
under larger positive gate stress voltage, trap levels in HfO2 are moved downwards
with respect to the substrate Fermi level, therefore more traps become available
for charge trapping. However, as the Vth increases under stress while Vg is kept
constant, the electric field across dielectric decreases, and fewer fast traps are
available. Therefore, the amount of fast charge trapping is dependent on the gate
overdrive (or electric field) at the end of the stress (Vg − Vth,1s), as shown in
Figure 4.10. The voltage dependence of ∆Vth,1s in n-MOSFET has a larger slope
(0.46 V/decade) than that of p-MOSFET (0.93 V/decade), showing a stronger
voltage dependence. The voltage dependence obtained from slow measurement is
weaker (close to 1.2 V/decade) for both n- and p-MOSFET. As a result, if the
slow component were to be subtracted off from the voltage dependence shown in




Figure 4.9 A schematic illustrating the trapping and de-trapping of electrons in HfO2. Several
electron traps are assume to distribute in different energy levels. The double-sided arrow indicates
the exchange of electrons between the silicon substrate and the trap states, through trapping
and de-trapping processes.
It should be noted that, although the amount of trapped charge (or ∆Vth) shows
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exponential dependence on electric field, the density of available trap sites does
not necessarily have the same field dependence. As Nissan-Cohen et al. point-
ed out[42], the density of trapped charge in steady state is determined by the
balance between charge trapping and de-trapping processes, the ratio of trapped
charge density to trap density depends on the relative strength of trapping ver-
sus de-trapping, which in turn may be field dependent. This gives rise to a new
dimension of complications, and a quantitative physcial model of the exponential
voltage depedence could not be reached in this work. Nevertheless, the empirical
relationship obtained above is used in later sections.
4.3.2.2 Frequency dependence
Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show the frequency dependence of Vth shift under
dynamic stress. As an example with extremely low frequency, in Figure 4.7, the
∆Vth after stress phase is labeled Sf point, and the ∆Vth after recovery phase is
labeled P point. As shown in Figure 4.11, when the stress frequency is increased,
the maximum dynamic Vth degradation (Sf point) decreases, while the cumulative
dynamic Vth degradation (P point) measured by the fast technique increases.
The frequency dependence of the slow component, which was discussed in [5–6],
is opposite to the frequency dependence of the P point described above. Therefore,
even after subtracting the slow charge trapping component from the total Vth
shift measured here, the Vth degradation at P point still increases with frequency.
The opposite frequency dependence of the fast and slow components in charge
trapping is one important clue suggesting that the two components are distinctive
and may have different physical origins. In previous work, we have shown that a
two-step trapping/de-trapping model is required to explain the peculiar frequency
dependence of the slow component [5, 43]. The fast component, on the other hand,
can be explained with conventional charge trapping dynamics, as will be discussed
in section 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.10 Vth shift dependence on static stress voltage and gate overdrive at the end of a
one second stress (Vg − Vth,1s), measured by fast technique. Exponential dependence of ∆Vth,1s
on the gate voltage overdrive Vg − Vth,1s is observed.
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The difference between the ∆Vth of Sf point and P point reflects the transient
amplitude as illustrated in Figure 4.7. In the high frequency limit, Sf point and P
point converges, which is most evident in Figure 4.12. As frequency increases, in
one period of dynamic stress, the degradation in the stress phase and the recovery
in recovery phase both decreases, so the threshold voltage transient amplitude
reduces, and approaches zero at high frequency. As a result, Vth of the MOSFET
with HfO2 dielectric, although exhibiting large instability, can be predicted when
it is switching at high-frequency, if the operation voltage and duty cycle is known.
This property may have important implication to digital circuits, as we attempt
to explore in section 4.4.
4.3.2.3 Stress history
Figure 4.13 shows that evolution of ∆Vth under dynamic stress with two different
prior conditions: (1) 100 seconds static stress and (2) zero stress applied, on two
identical transistors. It is obvious that prior condition or stress history does not
affect the steady-state Vth shift of dynamic stress. This independence on prior
stress history agrees with the assumption that all the traps in the dielectric are
pre-existing and are not generated during the stress. The steady-state ∆Vth is
determined by stress condition (voltage, duty cycle, etc.), but not by stress history.
The transition from previous steady-state ∆Vth to a new equilibrium takes less
than 1 s as observed in Figure 4.13.
4.3.2.4 Duty-cycle dependence
Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 show the dependence of ∆Vth on the duty cycle of
the dynamic stress. In Figure 4.14, the duty cycle dependence is rather weak in
the range of 200/0 − 800/0. Due the the limitation of the measurement scheme, it is
difficult to investigate the situation for duty cycle < 200/0 or > 800/0. We are not
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Figure 4.11 Threshold voltage shift under static stress and dynamic stress of different fre-
quencies, measured by fast technique. For dynamic stress, both the ∆Vth at the end of stress
phase (Sf) point and at the end of recovery phase (P) point are plotted.
yet able to understand the weak duty cycle dependence in the middle range and
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Figure 4.12 Frequency dependence of ∆Vth after 100 seconds of dynamic stress, using fast
measurement. Squares represents the ∆Vth at the end of the stress phase in a stress/recovery
cycle, while dots represents the ∆Vth at the end of the recovery phase. As frequency increases, the
amplitude of ∆Vth in a stress/recovery cycle (difference between Sf point and P point) reduces,
and the accumulated ∆Vth (P point) increases. Solid lines shows simulaton result.
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Figure 4.13 Evolution of ∆Vth during transition from static stress to dynamic stress (filled
symbols), and ∆Vth of fresh device under dynamic stress (open symbols). The steady-state Vth
shift of dynamic stress does not depend on the prior stress history, which is expected if all the
traps are pre-existing. Transition time from static to dynamic stress is in the 100 ms time scale.
Solid lines shows simulation result.
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the steep dependence at the low and high ends. We suspect that the contribution
from the slow charge component may have distorted the duty cycle dependence.
From Figure 4.15, the voltage dependence of the dynamic stress of different duty
cycle is identical (same slope) to that observed in static stress.
4.3.2.5 Temperature dependence
Figure 4.16 shows the temperature dependence of ∆Vth,1s. Negative temperature
dependence is observed in the Vth shift of n-MOSFETs, while p-MOSFETs show
almost no temperature dependence. Therefore, discussion based on room temper-
ature situation represents the worst case.
The net temperature dependence depends on the temperature dependence of
both trapping and de-trapping processes. The negative temperature dependence
observed in n-MOSFETs may imply that the de-trapping process is more strongly
thermal activated.
4.3.3 Modeling of the fast Vth instability
Empirical models of the voltage and temperature dependence of charge trapping/de-
trapping process could be directly obtained from the characterization described
above.
On the other hand, the dynamic behavior of the fast component of charge
trapping is modeled identical to the hole-trapping model described in section 3.2.
However, both electron and hole trapping are considered here. We assumed that
Not has a wide-spreading spectrum of trapping and de-trapping constants τC and
τE [1], as shown in Figure 4.17. This distribution is obtained by fitting of simulation
result to the experimental results. The correct frequency dependence is obtained
and is in good agreement with experiments, as shown in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.12,
and Figure 4.13 as solid lines.
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Figure 4.14 ∆Vth after 100 second dynamic stress of different duty cycle, but same stress
voltage, frequency and rise/fall time.
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Figure 4.15 Stress voltage dependence of ∆Vth under static and dynamic stress of different
duty cycle. The slope in voltage dependence is the same for static stress and dynamic stress of
different duty cycles.
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Figure 4.16 Stress voltage dependence of ∆Vth, stressed under different temperatures.
NMOSFET shows negative temperature dependence, while pMOSFET shows zero temperature
dependence.
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Figure 4.17 Spectrum of trapping (τC) and de-trapping time constants (τE1, τE2) used in cal-
culation of trapping/de-trapping dynamics for (a) electrons and (b) holes. Broad distribution on
time constants must be used to explain the gradual frequency dependence observed in Figure 4.12
Under very high frequency, fast charge trapping is predicted to be frequency
independent, as shown in Figure 4.12. This prediction enables us to use the ex-
perimental data obtained at low frequency to assess the effect of charge trapping
in real digital circuit, which operates at much higher frequency.
The recovery in drain current, after removal of stress, is also simulated with
the de-trapping time constant distribution obtained above, and is shown in Fig-
ure 4.18, which also agrees with the experimental observations qualitatively (Fig-
ure 4.8). Note that in Figure 4.8 the gate voltage during recovery is 1 V, while the
time constants used here is obtained from the case of 0 V recovery voltage. This
difference may partially explain the apparent faster recovery in simulation than in
experiment.
4.4 Impacts on digital circuits
After careful characterization and modeling of the fast traps, we are ready to look
at its impact on digital circuits. Our discussion is based on both the experimentally
measured ∆Vth and the high frequency dynamic stress data projected by the charge
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Figure 4.18 Simulation of recovery of linear region drain current Id after stress voltage is
removed from the gate of the nMOSFET, as shown in Figure 4.8.
trapping model. We used HSpice and a 65nm predictive technology model (vth0
= 0.22 V) [44] for circuit simulation. In the simulation, the parameter vth0 is
changed to reflect the Vth shift due to trapping [45]. However, the effect of mobility
degradation is ignored.
4.4.1 SRAM
In the widely used dynamic voltage scaled system (DVSS), Vdd can be regulated to
lower values for low power operation [46]. The static noise margin (SNM) of SRAM
can limit the minimum allowed operation voltage. In a 6T SRAM cell shown in
Figure 4.19, the worst case for SNM occurs when the storage node x previously
stored “1” for long time, and is reading the stored “1”. Therefore, the gate voltage
for transistors MDR and MUL have been at Vdd for long time (statically stressed),
and have high Vth. The other four transistors in the cell have not been in recovery
for long time, and thus have normal Vth.











Figure 4.19 Schematics of 6T SRAM cell.
Using the Vth shift value extracted from in Figure 4.10, SNM can be obtained from
DC circuit simulation. In the butterfly plot shown in Figure 4.20, the increased
Vth of MDR causes one curve to shift up, and the increased Vth of MUL causes
one curve to shift to the left. The static noise margin, measured by the maximum
square enclosed by the butterfly plot, decreases when the worst case threshold
voltage shift is considered.
In Figure 4.21, SNM calculated with and without considering Vth degradation
is compared, for an SRAM cell with cell ratio β = 2. The dimensions (W/L) for
the cell n-MOSFET is 140/70 nm, p-MOSFET is 90/70 nm, and access transistor
is 90/90 nm. As Vdd increases, the percentage loss in SNM increases, due to the
exponential voltage increase of Vth shift. Under reduced Vdd, the much reduced
fast Vth instability causes little SNM degradation. In this low Vdd situation, other
factors, such as random dopant fluctration and process variation, will dominate
the SNM degradation. Therefore, the fast Vth instability may not be the limiting
factor to the minimum operating voltage of SRAM cell.
4.4.2 Logic circuits
Considering the impact of fast Vth shift on ring oscillators, the circuit enjoys the
benefit of being dynamically stressed (less ∆Vth), and shows improved performance
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Figure 4.20 Butterfly plot of the SRAM cell showing the transfer characteristics between
voltage at the left storage node (VL) and that at the right storage node (VR). Vth increase of
MUL causes the VL − VR curve to shift to the left, and Vth increase of MDR causes the VR − VL
curve to shift up. The static noise margin measured by the maximum square enclosed in the
butterfly plot, is therefore reduced.
at high frequency [47]. However, in the most general case in logic circuits, ∆Vth
under static stress should be used to determine the worst case propagation delay.
This is because 1) certain circuit input may be static; 2) When one switches from
static stress to dynamic stress, it takes relatively long time for the Vth of the
MOSFET to transit from the steady-state value under static stress to that under
dynamic stress. This transition time is estimated to be about 100 ms from the
simulation performed in Figure 4.13, which is many orders of magnitude slower
compared with the switching frequency in circuits.
For the 3-input NAND gate (NAND3) implemented with static CMOS logic
shown in Figure 4.22a, worst case delay degradation occurs when all three inputs
were previously high for long time, all switched to low briefly, and are switching
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Figure 4.21 Static noise margin of SRAM cell with cell ratio β = 2. Square symbols show
the SNM with no Vth degradation, dots show the case with worst case Vth degradation, triangles
show the percentage loss in SNM due to worst case Vth degradation. Under low Vdd, the SNM
degradation due to fast Vth instability is much reduced.
to high at the same time. The Vth recovery during the brief low inputs period is
negligible. Therefore Vth shift under static stress must be used to determine the
propagation delay degradation. Delay degradation is plotted as a function of the
supply voltage in Figure 4.23. Delay degradation can be well approximated by the
degradation in the Id,sat (due to ∆Vth) of the n-MOSFETs[45]. Therefore, other
logic gates and circuits implemented with the static logic style would have similar
amount of degradation as long as ∆Vth of static stress determines the performance.
For CMOS transmission gate, at most one transistor in the pair is under stress
at any time, while both transistors conduct when switched on (Figure 4.22b).
For example, MAP is under static stress when S = 0, A = X = 1, but in this
situation S¯ = A = X = 1, so MAN is not under stress. When the transmission
gate turns on, both MAN and MAP contribute to the current conduction. If MAN
and MAP have equal contribution to the total conductance, the percentage delay
degradation is about half of the drive current degradation of MAP. However, the
static CMOS inverter for complementary control signal S¯ generation makes the
























Figure 4.22 Schematics of a) NAND3 gate implemented with static logic, b) 2-input mul-
tiplexer implemented with CMOS transmission gate, and c) NAND3 gate implemented with
dynamic logic.
delay degradation closer to the static logic case. Overall, CMOS transmission gate
logic (MUX2) shows less delay degradation than NAND3 (Figure 4.23), although
∆Vth under static stress is considered.
For dynamic logic (Figure 4.22c), transistors are all dynamically stressed at
the clock frequency with a pre-defined duty cycle. In pre-charge phase, clock φ
is low, all the four n-MOSFETs are cutoff (de-trapping), regardless of the values
at the three inputs. Therefore, the n-MOSFETs in the pull-down network are
stressed dynamically with duty cycle not greater than the clock duty cycle. In
the buffer inverter that feeds to the next stage, only low-to-high transition need
to be optimized, so the pull-up p-MOSFET is more important. The p-MOSFET
is also stressed dynamically, and the stress duty cycle is no worse than the clock
duty cycle. Therefore, Vth shift under dynamic stress represents the worst case
for dynamic logic circuits in terms of propagation delay. With the much lower
Vth shift under high frequency dynamic stress (Figure 4.12), the delay degradation
of the dynamic NAND3 gate is much lower than the static logic. As the most
delay sensitive parts of the circuits are often implemented with dynamic logic, the
degraded delay of static CMOS logic in non-critical path might not be the limiting
factor of overall circuit speed.
It is not possible to exhaustively examine all building blocks in logic circuits in
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this work. However it is demonstrated that the use of certain circuit designs can
take advantage of the dynamic nature of charge trapping effect in a deterministic
manner. This potentially allow the performance of logic circuit to be less affected
by fast Vth instability, and thus impose less stringent target to the optimization of
high-κ dielectrics.































 NAND3 Static CMOS 
 MUX2 CMOS pass gate 
 NAND3 Dynamic
Figure 4.23 Percentage increase in gate propagation delay due to Vth degradation as function
of supply voltage. Logic gates implemented with transmission gate and dynamic logic shows
much reduced degradation in delay.
4.5 Conclusions
Both the slow and fast components of Vth in MOSFET with HfO2 gate dielectric
are systematically characterized and modeled. The slow component is shown to
require a new two-step charge trapping dynamic model to explain the unexpected
frequency dependence. It is proposed that negative-U defects are responsible for
such trapping dynamics.
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On the other hand, the large ∆Vth due to fast charge trapping is shown to
be predictable in both static and dynamic stress situations. With the knowledge
gained from the quantitative modeling of the fast Vth transients, HSpice circuit
simulation is performed based on experimental ∆Vth to evaluate the impact of Vth
shift on the performance of digital circuits in more realistic operating conditions. It
is shown that one can actively exploit the dynamic nature of the fast Vth instability
to minimize its effect on circuit performance. Circuit performance should therefore
be optimized with both process improvement and circuit design techniques.
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In this work, the threshold voltage instabilities in MOSFETs with two kinds of
advanced gate dielectrics were investigated. Recounting on the making of this
thesis, it is recognized that two research themes evolved in a spiral. One theme
is the continual development of electrical measurement techniques to accurately
characterize the dynamics of Vth instabilities. The other theme, on the other hand,
is to compare the observed dynamics with the predictions of existing models, and
to build new models when necessary.
As the reader may have noticed, this thesis relies heavily on the fast measure-
ment technique proposed in chapter 2. The development of the fast Id−Vg mea-
surement technique started in 2004, following the pioneering work of A. Kerber.
Initially, the best measurement time was 1 µs, and curve-smoothing is required
due to high noise. The measurement setup was then refined, through a few iter-
ations, to the present form, as presented in chapter 2. It was realized that the
frequency response of the transimpedance amplifier in our setup is sensitive to the
parasitic capacitance connected to the amplifier input. Much effort was therefore
spent on minimizing the distance from the probe tip to the amplifier input, which
lead to the latest setup using probe-card. The measurement time was reduced to
100 ns, and noise was suppressed. It is now recognized that the fast measurement
technique is indispensable to researchers in this field as an accurate and reliable
characterization technique. It is the hope of the author that it can be further
improved in terms of speed and stability, and made accessible to a wider range of
researchers.
With the accurate characterization tool, comprehensive measurements were
carried out to characterize the Vth instabilities in transistors with both SiON and
high-κ gate dielectrics. However, in the interpretation of the experimental data,
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more attention was paid to the dynamics aspect. In one way, this was motivated
by the traditional paradigm of lifetime projection, where one extrapolate from the
experimentally measured Vth shift and estimate the final Vth shift after a ten-year
lifetime. A model of the dynamics of the Vth instabilities is necessary to make
projections of this type. A physical model that predicts a compatible dynamics is
sought not only out of our curiosity, but also to rationalize the lifetime projection
exercise.
Both analytic and numerical calculations were performed to obtain quantitative
predictions from various models of Vth instabilities, so that the experimental data
can be compared against these models. The coupled reaction-diffusion equation
was previously solved for the case of static stress, and in the limit of diffusion-
limited process. In this work, an analytic treatment of the reaction-diffusion prob-
lem under dynamic stress condition was given under suitable approximations. The
dynamic charge trapping problem was also treated analytically, for the second-
order two-step trapping model as well as the first-order trapping model.
In our experimental studies, it happened that the observed dynamics do not
agree with the most accepted models. In the case of SiON gate dielectrics, very
low power-law exponent and very fast recovery of Vth shift were observed experi-
mentally, with the help of the newly developed fast measurement technique. Both
characteristics are opposite to the predictions of the traditional reaction-diffusion
model. We showed that this incompatibility is a fundamental one, not likely to be
resolved with simple amendments to the model. It was proposed that in addition
to the generation of interface-states, which is a relatively slow process, fast hole
trapping and de-trapping is present as well. The model based on hole trapping
predicts the correct dynamic behavior as observed experimentally.
In the case of high-κ dielectrics, two distinct components were observed in the
charge trapping as well. One component has fast trapping and de-trapping time
constants, and is similar to the hole trapping process found in SiON. The slow-
er component, however exhibits a peculiar dependence on the frequency of the
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dynamic stress voltage. This frequency dependence requires a second-order (or
high-order) dynamics, and is not expected in the traditional charge-trapping mod-
el. A two-step charge trapping model was proposed to explain this characteristics.
It was speculated that negative-U traps exists in the HfO2 dielectric film, because
charge trapping at these defects are naturally a two-step process, and may explain
the observed frequency dependence. This hypothesis is partly backed by a few
ab initio calculations of the oxygen vacancy in HfO2 films. These new discoveries
on the dynamics of Vth instabilities should be considered in the projection of Vth
degradation after aging, and shed new light on the possible physical structures and
processes associated with the observed Vth degradation.
Another subject studied in this work is the impact of the Vth instabilities on
circuits. We focused on the fast charge trapping/de-trapping transients found in
transistors with high-κ dielectrics, because its fast dynamics and large magnitude
were new to the community. Based on the dynamic model we constructed for the
fast Vth transients, the effect on digital circuits were analyzed, with the dynamic
nature of the Vth instabilities taken into consideration. It was demonstrated on
a few common combinational logic gates that the delay degradation due to Vth
instability could be minimized with the appropriate choice of logic styles.
The study of NBTI in SiON sees a lot of new findings every year. After the
2007 IEEE Electron Device Meetings at Washington, DC, the author sees that a
few topics need to be re-examined, in the light of some new observations. The
author regrets for not being able to pursue these new investigations. However, it
has been made clear from this thesis that the fast Vth instability observed by all
researchers can not be explained solely with the reaction-diffusion model. This
conclusion is increasingly becoming the current consensus among researchers. The
hole trapping model favored by the author seems to provide a good account for a lot
of experimental observations, but the arguments is mainly based on its dynamics,
while evidence from physical characterization is missing. It is in some way unfair
to call it hole trapping model, but the name “a model with trapping-like dynamics”
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is too awkward, so we caution the readers here, and continue to call it the hole
trapping model until the actual physical structure is identified.
As Intel and a few other manufacturers revealed some technical details of the
first generation of IC using high-κ and metal gate, the research on reliability of
high-κ dielectrics entered a new stage, and would be more aligned to the industry
practice. The chemical composition, growth technology and thermal processes
of the HfO2 film studied in this thesis (3 to 4 years ago) is different from what
is currently adopted by the industry. Whether the phenomenon and mechanism
revealed in our study is relevant to current or future technology is left to be
tested. However, much of the methodology should remain valid. In particular,
the discussions on the effect of fast Vth transients on digital circuit is, to the
knowledge of the author, the first investigation of this kind, and the methodology
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